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Dear Readers,
TCE takes pride in always
keeping the interest of
its client at the forefront
of its deliveries. We not
only provide valueadded solutions that
save customer time
and money, but we also
ensure our deliverables
lift the quality of the
project a few notches, all
this while ensuring the
project integrity and safety
are never compromised. This edition of TCExpression, Zero
Cost Consulting: Value Engineering, showcases some of our
projects as an example of how value engineering sets off the
consulting costs, leading to zero cost consulting.
World over Smart, Sustainable and Innovative solutions are
trending. At TCE, it is just our way of work, this is what we do
for every project, and we have done it for over six decades. We
are proud to have upheld the Tata Brand and always delivered
our promise. I am sure you will enjoy reading this edition and
have several takeaways from the articles.
I wish to thank Mr Atul Choudhari, CTO – Tata Consulting
Engineers and all our authors for helping us put together the
content and Ms Shruti Deshpande for the beautiful design.
Please share your thoughts and feedback with us at
tceconnect@tce.co.in
Happy Reading!
Alpna Singh

R E F L E C T I O N S

V

alue engineering and zero-cost consulting are
interchangeable terms attempting to serve maximum
value to the customer. Our customer value triad of
Cost, Time, and Quality ensures that our engineers view value
wholistically.
At TCE, value engineering starts from the very inception of
the project and continues till the project delivery. Different
teams within TCE specialise in different lifecycle stages but
with a single-minded focus on delivering Innovative Value
Engineering. While designing our deliverables, we ensure every
aspect of the design passes the test of the value triad, thus
ensuring maximum benefit is passed on to the customer.
You will read one such case where our innovation of the
transmission towers saved immense project costs and many
person-days, hence generating additional value. This patentpending innovation by TCE is set to revolutionalise the
transmission and distribution sector and help the nation save
many thousand crores in investment.

work standards abiding by the Tata Values and the laws of the
land, but they also notice the extra efforts taken by the team
to provide out of the box solutions while ensuring the project
integrity and vision remains intact. Safety is also of utmost
importance to us, and we genuinely take pride in making
our project sites a safe working place for all stakeholders. You
will witness the many million safe working hours certificates
presented by our clients in the “Project Management in
Pictures” section.
The few cases that I mentioned above are just a peek into the
extensive value engineering by our team on all our projects.
As an engineer, I am proud to lead a team of brilliant and
conscientious engineers who ensure project integrity by finding
innovative solutions and upholding the client’s interest at all
project stages.
I hope you find the projects and this publication an exciting
read. Please do write to me at tceconnect@tce.co.in and share
your views and feedback.

Another article in the cover section showcases how we think
on our feet and provide practical solutions to our clients even
while managing a project designed by another consultant. You
will read about the number of value-added changes suggested
by our team, saving essential time and money for our client.
Some suggestions also ensure that the client is compliant with
the latest safety norms as applicable.
One more case presented in this issue showcases how our
engineers optimised the project schedule and cost for a deep
underground material handling installation by reusing existing
raw material in consultation with the client after properly
testing the material.
I am happy to share that TCE has added many significant
projects to its portfolio in the last two years, ranging from
Heritage Buildings, High-speed Rail, Nuclear Fusion and Fission
to Hydrogen, Metals, Speciality Chemicals and Infrastructure,
Water, Healthcare, and Defence. We have ensured that we
deliver on our promise of Value Engineering by embracing
Digital, with Rhythm portal, Wrench, SmartSite, BIM, 3D Model,
SAP, to name a few. In the last two years, we have ensured
business continuity by thinking modular and repeatable,
thus showcasing our resilience and agility. This agility has
allowed our customers to continue their projects with TCE
as their trusted partner.
TCE holds the merit of establishing long term relationships
with its clients, clearly evident by more than 50% of repeat
customer orders. Our clients not only complement our ethical

AMIT SHARMA | Managing Director & CEO
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VALUE
ENGINEERING
for Competitive
Advantage &
Sustainable
Growth

V

alue engineering (VE) is an organised culture
used to analyse a product, project, and process to
improve or enhance performance, quality, and cost
optimisation. It depends on teamwork, clear and compelling
communication and efficient decision making to reach
innovative and value-added solutions. VE achieves the
target by assembling a multidisciplinary team of engineers
analysing project plans and requirements. By working
collectively, the VE team uniquely selects design elements
that satisfy customers’ project vision with savings on project
cost and timeline without jeopardising quality or violating
safety and intended functions.
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The globalisation of engineering consultancy services presents
new challenges to its competitiveness. The approach for value
engineering is to break down the components of the project
and identify each component’s opportunities. Subsequently,
the VE team proposes changing, manipulating, and improving
the process, workflow, component, or product. Nowadays,
value engineering is not limited to cost-cutting; it requires
engineering expertise to adopt a sustainable journey towards
energy efficiency, environment friendliness, low carbon
footprint technologies and processes. In addition, it is a
means of removing any component which adds cost without
contributing to performance or function improvement.

Value equation, which is a ratio of performance
to cost, says that if cost is low and performance
is maintained, value is enhanced and
if performance is higher, but the cost is
unchanged, value is increased. Hence, value
engineering intends to add value to improve or
maintain performance with optimised cost.
Value engineering offers multifaceted benefits, including
enhancing quality management, the efficacy of resources,
competitive edge, simplifying work processes, improving social
& environment-friendly footprint, and lowering CAPEX & OPEX
across engineering projects. The differentiated solution provides

a competitive advantage over others. The customer benefits
from the value passed on to him due to value-added services
derived from cost and time savings, enhanced performance,
etc., culminating in almost zero cost consulting fees.

Role of Consulting Engineers
& Methodology Towards Value
Engineering
Over the past years of experience, it has been observed that
customers are increasingly expressing their demand with the
services of consulting engineering professionals. Contractors are
developing a solid tie-up with customers and playing a significant
role in driving the change management and decision-making
processes resulting in alienating consulting engineers. Customers
expect more than technical expertise and problem-solving skills.
They expect value for money. Overall, project vision has a critical
component as return on investment. Customer satisfaction is
the prime issue. So, the onus rests on the engineer who must
deliver improved performance and differentiated solutions to
increase customer satisfaction and delight. The potential of
value engineering lies in filling the gaps and redefining the
consultant’s role. Engineering professionals must understand
that every project has a set of parameters and objectives with a
definite budget. Engineers and architects have to be encouraged
to be innovative. A good engineering team should consider
the challenge an opportunity instead of a limitation. Consulting
engineers should explore creating a culture of innovation,
design & engineering practices improvement, and sustainable
organisational growth. VE should be aligned with customer
goals. Creativity, conceptualisation and optimal design blossom
in a vibrant and collaborative environment that the consulting
engineers create in their organisation.

Tata Consulting Engineers (TCE) inculcates the
culture to promote VE across projects. During
the project planning and conceptual stage, a
workshop is conducted with the engineering
team where required details of project scope,
features & characteristics, statutory & safety
codes, process, technology, risks and schedule
are discussed. Various ideas for performing

each function are generated. Usually, a
multidisciplinary team of technical experts
develop ideas through a brainstorming
approach. The generated ideas are further
analysed, filtered, and refined in the next
step. Few feasible ideas are selected for
further nurturing, optimising, and checking a
particular application’s suitability. The chosen
option is recommended as a specific value
improvement element considering the merit
of techno-economics, constructability and
schedule of the project.
Engineering consultancy is a knowledge-intensive business
service whose highly skilled employees are its assets. TCE has
demonstrated its rich experience and unique capabilities almost
across all industrial and infrastructure sectors leveraging state of
the art technologies, proven workflow process, software tools, a
robust in-house database and standardised work. The dedicated
resources work towards achieving desired value engineering,
which revolves around quality, cost, and timeline enhancing
customer’s experience as illustrated in figure-1.

COST

CUSTOMER
VALUE

QUALITY

				

TIMELINE

Figure-1: Customer Value Triad

Value equation, which is a ratio of performance to cost, says that if cost is low and
performance is maintained, value is enhanced and if performance is higher, but the cost is
unchanged, value is increased. Hence, value engineering intends to add value to improve or
maintain performance with optimised cost.
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Case Studies
TCE executed numerous domestic and international projects covering design, engineering &
project management across almost all sectors, including power, metal & mining, hydrocarbon,
infrastructure, T&D and renewables. This article showcases a few recent case studies regarding
value engineering and innovative initiatives across various projects. These value engineering
initiatives demonstrate TCE’s capabilities and effort for continuous improvement towards value
adds and optimal design and engineering, resulting in substantial cost saving to the customer.
These amply illustrate the journey in achieving a zero-cost consulting target.
The following 3 case studies illustrate value addition and innovation initiatives that are true
examples of zero cost consulting to valued customers.

Case Study 1
TCE carried out design and engineering of 220 kV D/C
transmission tower project. The towers were used at sea
crossings in the vicinity of an airport. There was a statutory
restriction in the maximum height of the tower as imposed
by the airport authority. At the sea crossings, a minimum
clearance of the lowest conductor had to be maintained
substantially high from the mean sea level (MSL) to enable
vessel movement as imposed by the maritime board. As
per the statutory guidelines, the maximum height allowed
of the tower would be considerably lower from MSL
as against existing standard tower height, whereas the
minimum height had to be maintained considerably higher
from MSL. Such constraints in the physical dimensions of
towers made the transmission line project nonviable. The
alternative solution of replacing towers with 220 kV cables
supported on the bridge across the sea was a substantially
higher cost proposition.

TCE engineers took up the assignment and
converted such challenges into opportunities
to make the project viable with transmission
line towers. As a feasible solution, a fully
customised tower was conceptualised with
double circuit delta formation against
the conventional configuration of the
conductors’ vertical or horizontal formation
as depicted in figure-2. The maximum height
of the tower was reduced well within the
statutory restrictions, with minimum height
maintained to comply with the maritime
board requirement.
6 TCExpresssion

COST SAVINGS:
88% against an estimated budget of
Rs 200 Cr with 220 kV cable option.

Figure-2: 220 kV double circuit delta configuration

Case Study - 2
This project relates to jetty based marine outfall system
and allied work. TCE demonstrated value-added services by
saving cost in design optimisation, reduction in duration of
construction and ease of maintenance for the treated effluent
diffuser system. The trestle-based jetty length was 3.8 km
supported on piles carrying multiple pipes each of 1200 NB
dia for disposal of treated effluent in the deep sea through
diffuser system. The constraint was that temporary stingers
spanning over the piles for supporting the shuttering plate/
plank were not feasible for spans larger than 6 metres for cast in
situ construction. It wasn’t possible to provide scaffolding in the
sea. Hence, the adoption of alternative methodology became
mandatory. The conventional method comprising cast in situ
construction would have required around 1550 nos of piles and
a construction cycle of 93 months considering piling activity
followed by the erection of shuttering based on tidal conditions.
In addition, cleaning pipes would have been a tedious and
expensive job requiring barges and underwater services.

TCE engineers suggested a differentiated
solution with innovative ideation of partly
precast and partly cast in situ method
for constructing trestle-based jetty. This
proposition increased the spacing of pile

trestles substantially, resulting in the reduced
requirement of piles by 40%. The total
completion period of the construction was
reduced by approx. 39% with piling activity
followed by the erection of precast section
eliminating the cost and time required for the
erection of shuttering. In addition, downcomer
diffuser pipes associated with each 1200
NB dia pipe were provided with flanged
connections and locking clamp along with
support arrangement and handling by a gantry
crane. This enabled easy lifting and handling
of each diffuser pipe on the trestle top during
maintenance and elimination of barges/ divers
resulting in the easy maintenance procedure
from the top of the jetty, saving time. The typical
arrangement of trestle based jetty is shown in
figure-3.

COST SAVINGS:
Rs 90.00 Cr and construction time savings
by 57 months. Diffuser system annual
maintenance cost savings of Rs 1.5 Cr.

Figure-3: Typical trestle based jetty arrangement
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Case Study 3
The project was a multi-megawatt capacity ground-mounted
solar PV plant where string inverter configuration was used.
The solar plant was connected to a 132 kV utility grid. The
engineering of the plant was done by another agency who
designed the plant to run at unity power factor. This resulted in
the developer’s high reactive energy bill (RKVAH) to the utility
grid pushing the OPEX. The monthly expenditure towards this
energy bill was Rs 3.5 lakhs incurring Rs 40 lakhs per annum.

On assignment to investigate the high RKVAH
billing, TCE carried out a detailed study of
auxiliary power consumption and energy
consumption pattern of the plant, areas of
energy wastage including kVAR consumption
of the plant and concluded that poor power
factor at the point of common coupling and
high reactive power consumption by the plant
equipment is the primary reason for such
penalisation by the utility company.

Under such circumstances, the conventional
solution was to provide reactive power
compensation equipment and control at an
additional CAPEX. TCE engineers explored that
string inverters had the inherent capability of
reactive power support, which could be used
to supply reactive power consumption of the
plant equipment and suggested using the
innate additional capacity of the string inverters.
It was investigated that if only 20% of string
inverters were operated at total capacity, it
could compensate the daytime reactive power
demand during the generation hours and
improve the plant’s power factor to the desired
level. The solution was unique as the high kVAH
billing problem was mitigated without any
additional CAPEX involvement in the project.

COST SAVINGS:
Monthly additional reactive energy bill of
Rs 3.5 lakhs incurring a total expenditure of
Rs 40 lakhs per annum leading to a life cycle
benefit of Rs 10 Cr considering 25 years plant life.
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Conclusion
From the preceding discussion and the case studies, it is
observed that unique Value-added services based on innovative
mindset in the plant design and execution phase provides
improved design and performance of the plants/projects that
brings considerable benefits to the customers, mainly when
nonviable projects are made viable, or there is substantial
optimisation of CAPEX/OPEX of a project/plant.

Sometimes the magnitude of cost savings and
added value exceed the customers’ expectations,
giving them an edge to remain competitive and
survive, helping them spend additional resources
for further growth or investing in new ventures
allowing more opportunity for engineering
consultancy and business. Hence, under the
prevailing competitive scenario, a sustainable
business model rests on the consulting engineer’s
ability to pay back a substantial portion of
consulting fees through value-added and
innovative services.

Author:
Anupam Roy - Senior General Manager
Tata Consulting Engineers Limited (TCE)

Tata Consulting Engineers
(TCE) inculcates the
culture to promote Value
Engineering across projects.
During the project planning
and conceptual stage, a
workshop is conducted
with the engineering
team where required
details of project scope,
features & characteristics,
statutory & safety codes,
process, technology,
risks and schedule are
discussed. Various ideas
for performing each
function are generated.
Usually, a multidisciplinary
team of technical experts
develop ideas through a
brainstorming approach.
The generated ideas are
further analysed, filtered,
and refined in the next
step. Few feasible ideas
are selected for further
nurturing, optimising,
and checking a particular
application’s suitability.
The chosen option is
recommended as a specific
value improvement element
considering the merit
of techno-economics,
constructability and
schedule of the project.
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Engineering:

A Cost-Value Conundrum

A
Consulting Engineering (C.E.) service is
a specialised field. It demands in-depth
knowledge of various engineering disciplines
along with domain knowledge and cost
engineering. The decisions made by C.E. has
a profound impact on many downstream
activities throughout the asset lifecycle. This
article advocates a better understanding of
the positive influence that C.E. firms exert on
diverse fields such as environment, health &
safety, designs, constructability, operability,
maintainability, flexibility, repurposing, and
decommissioning of assets. Evaluating C.E.
firms through the pricing prism alone could
ultimately lead to a suboptimal choice. This
article challenges the conventional thinking
of treating consulting engineering as a
cost line item and analyses the impact of
experienced and capable C.E. firms on the
value side of the equation.
10 TCExpresssion

CEI, Ireland (Association of Consulting Engineers of
Ireland) states that the consulting engineers are licensed
professionals with diverse qualifications in various
scientific and engineering disciplines. Their support is crucial
throughout the lifecycle from concept to commissioning to
facilitate the best possible solutions. At consulting engineering
firms, teams of experts with varied expertise may be responsible
for the entire design or only a specific design component.
A typical consulting assignment encompasses all or some
activities, such as feasibility studies, concept designs, detailed
design, cost estimation, constructability study, etc.
Consulting Engineering (C.E.) firms typically have vast
experience across disciplines, domains and technologies. As
such firms are involved in various phases from concept to
commissioning, they need a blend of theoretical rigour and
practical outlook. Their services need to be fit for purpose
without compromising the safety of personnel and assets.
Their solutions need to ensure a careful blend of efficiency with
utmost attention to environmental preservation. Their advice
needs to stand the scrutiny of technical, legal and economic
principles within industry adopted codes and standards.
Their responsibilities touch many downstream activities held
throughout the asset lifecycle.

This article discusses consulting engineering
from the cost and value paradigm
perspective. Some key industry data points
are used to elaborate the impact that C.E.
exerts on various cost line items throughout
the asset lifecycle. The paper argues that an
excellent consulting engineering firm ensures
far more returns vis-e-vie the fees they receive.

Asset Life Cycle Stages Guided by
C.E. firms
When investors want to check the efficacy of their decisions in
creating or acquiring assets, they first need to consult experts.
The pool of experts is mainly C.E. The assets are usually capital
intensive and need scrutiny from various techno-commercial
perspectives. Figure 1 below illustrates multiple lifecycle stages.
The section elaborates each of the phases from C.E. firms’
contribution perspective.

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

•

Pre-feasibility

•

Feasibility

•

Engineering Design

•

Procurement Support

•

Construction, Installation
and Commissioning

•

Commissioning /
Operationalizing of the Assets

•

Decommissioning

PHASE 3

with respect to advancements in technology, and the need for
investment and expertise. Various scenarios and alternatives
get evaluated at this stage without getting into significant
techno-commercial depth. The purpose of the pre-feasibility
study is ideation. Various possibilities and alternatives are put
on discussion tables. This is a very crucial stage. The strategic fit
of the ideas are evaluated. C.E. firms with their vast institutional
and individual experience in conducting feasibility studies can
be effectively leveraged in the process of collating, analysing,
articulating and preparing necessary documentation towards
the pre-feasibility report.

FEASIBILITY

Figure 1: Asset Lifecycle Phases

PRE-FEASIBILITY
The first stage when the concept or idea for a particular
asset creation gets evaluated at a very introductory level
is Pre-feasibility. The activities at this stage typically involve
comparing what is currently available, what could be done

Primary Characteristic

At this stage, engineering expertise plays a very crucial role. The
primary focus is on cost estimations, funding alternatives and
soundness of engineering solutions to achieve desired results.
Though the technical solution is not yet fully developed at this
stage, the feasibility study is expected to instil confidence in
the minds of decision-makers to pursue the investment. The
funding agencies look for a reliable feasibility study to make the
funding decisions. The expertise and knowledge that C.E. brings
to the table go a long way in clarifying doubts in the minds of
funding agencies. The agencies depend heavily upon the advice
of C.E. Good C.E. firms have a track record in the market. Hence,
their stamp of approval on feasibility reports usually significantly
impacts funding decisions.
Table 1 below illustrates the classification of capital cost
estimates. The accuracy of the capital cost estimation at the
time of Pre-feasibility studies is Class 5. Good feasibility studies
are expected to provide estimations with class 4 categories. But
the bankable feasibility studies are expected to give the cost
accuracy of Class 3. Feng, Y., & Rangaiah, G. P. (2011) provide
excellent elaboration of these estimates.

Secondary Characteristic

MATURITY LEVEL OF
PROJECT DEFINITION
DELIVERABLES
Expressed as % of
complete definition

END USAGE
Typical purpose of estimate

METHODOLOGY
Typical estimating method

Class 5

0% to 2%

Concept screening

Capacity factored, parametric models,
judgment, or analogy

Class 4

1% to 15%

Study or feasibility

Equipment factored or
parametric models

L: -15% to -30%
H: +20% to +50%

Class 3

10% to 40%

Budget authorisation or control

Semi-detailed unit costs with
assembly level line items

L: -10% to -20%
H: +10% to +30%

Class 2

30% to 75%

Control or bid/tender

Detailed unit cost with
forced detailed take-off

L: -5% to -15%
H: +5% to +20%

Class 1

65% to 100%

Check estimate or bid/tender

Detailed unit cost with
detailed take-off

L: -3% to -10%
H: +3% to +15%

Estimate
CLASS

EXPECTED ACCURACY RANGE
Typical variation in low and high ranges

L: -20% to -50%
H: +30% to +100%

Table 1: AACE Cost Estimate Classification System
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ENGINEERING DESIGN
Consulting engineers now initiate project planning and
execution, having played a substantial and defining role in
taking the concept to approval. The three tracks get formed
here. The first track, design engineering, spans multiple
engineering branches, including civil, mechanical, chemical,
electrical, instrumentation & controls, etc. The second track is
related to financial planning, budgeting, funding and project
management. The third track is about construction, installation
and commissioning. The project management function is
responsible for keeping the program on track. The C.E. firm plays
a crucial and central role.
During the Design Engineering phase, all design engineering
aspects get finalised. In this phase, various branches of
engineering work together with stakeholders to provide a
common understanding of the project and likely timelines
and funding requirements. C.E. firms carefully study similar
past / existing projects to understand the pitfalls and areas of
improvement and bring the learnings into the current project.
C.E. firms bring in experienced talent to explore alternatives
and innovations to achieve the end goal with lesser time,
effort, and cost without compromising functionality, safety,
and quality. Various aspects like the design for constructability,
environmentally friendly design, asset maintenance and asset
decommissioning are discussed, debated and formulated. This
is a very crucial phase where C.E. firms contribute their best.
Whatever is thought through and designed during this stage
only gets converted into reality during subsequent detailing,
construction, and commissioning stages. Reputed C.E. firms
can provide value engineering avenues through innovative
solutions during this stage.

12 TCExpresssion

Total Quality Management (TQM) and Just in
Time (JIT) techniques are essential to explore
avenues to run the facilities and carry out
operations. But these two functions do not
challenge the basics of value that design
brings in. Value Engineering (VE) takes the
functional analysis route, and rather than
exploring ways to make a component or
system cheaper, it challenges the need for
a component or system in the first place.
This triggers the possibilities to achieve the
stated function with alternative means. VE
exercise demands deep knowledge of various
branches of engineering besides knowledge
of safety and operations. VE approach
does not take anything for granted and
questions the purpose of items, systems and
activities. Thus, if carried out by experienced
and knowledgeable C.E. firms, this exercise
provides substantial savings in labour,
material and time during both creation and
running of the asset.
Engineering design activities in C.E. firms significantly differ
from such activities in manufacturing firms. C.E. firms work
based on projects. Such work needs higher interaction and

collaboration with outside stakeholders. The collaboration with
vendors, contractors, statutory and regulatory bodies and end
customers is much higher for C.E. firms. In manufacturing firms,
the design function can get more management support by
developing processes and systems to operationalise the design
as main stakeholders are part of their organisation. For C.E. firms,
the activities related to bidding are commercially considered
very important; hence the efforts and energy gets invested in
the same. The design activities thus remain embedded within
overall project activities. As Design efforts are not visible to
clients as much as cost efforts, these efforts usually do not
receive the credit it deserves (Salter, A., & Torbett, R. 2003).
Layout design is the critical phase. The optimization without
compromising on safety, cost and quality is differentiator of the
C.E. firms .A thought through layout ensures space optimization,
material and operator movement optimization, asset
maintainability, energy efficiency over the entire asset life cycle.
The eventual cost of the project gets decided during this phase.
The experience and rigour of design can substantially lower
overall costs and timelines. The value addition and savings due
to C.E. are far more than the cost to engage C.E.

PROCUREMENT SUPPORT
C.E. firms have wealth of information related to comparative
merits and costs of various systems that go into making assets.
These firms are closely connected with vendors and OEMs
which gives them unique perspectives about procurement
function. Being a part of various asset creations, these firms can
assist clients in arriving at the most cost suitable option. The
expertise of C.E. firms can be felt in achieving cost optimization
while enhancing value of the overall procurement function.
Their presence balances the cost effectiveness without
compromising on functional effectiveness of the systems and
components.

necessary. Sequencing of and receipt of equipment and systems
needs careful thought. Sometimes, some items or systems get
delayed; it is essential to put that portion of activity on hold
without compromising other allied activities to cause the least
amount of progress disruption. C.E. firms with prior experience
and deep understanding of new material and manufacturing
processes explore ways to move ‘site fabrication and construction
work to ‘shop work’, thus accelerating work while ensuring better
quality processes and checks in the shop environment.
The experienced C.E. firms sequence the site activities so that
speed, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness are achieved while
attentive to the safety and quality of construction, installation,
and commissioning activities. This phase demands good
coordination between design teams, vendor management
teams and site deployed construction and installation teams.
The reputed CD firms deploy 3D/4D/5D tools for seamless
coordination with vendors and contractors to keep the project
on schedule.

The thorough knowledge of construction
sequencing of C.E. saves a lot of rework at the
site. It also saves on space and efforts necessary
to store critical equipment and packages at
the site through proper sequencing of receipt
of goods to final installations. The block-wise
commissioning activities need to be planned
and performed so that the construction
and installation of other project blocks do
not interfere with individual blocks. The
commissioning time can thus be reduced as
testing can happen in a phase-wise manner
without putting time pressure towards the end
of the activity phase.

CONSTRUCTION, INSTALLATION AND
COMMISSIONING

COMMISSIONING / OPERATIONALISING OF THE ASSETS

The construction phase progresses in tandem with the
procurement phase as per the project needs. In this phase,
some construction activities move sequentially while others in
parallel. The importance of constructability built into designs
is felt during this stage. As projects are expected to get off the
ground quickly, coordination amongst designers, construction
contractors, equipment and package vendors, environmental
agencies and project owners becomes critical. Identifying the
project’s critical path and thought through mitigation plans are

All preceding activities are to achieve the goal of running or
operating the asset in an intended manner at the scheduled
time. In this phase, the reality check hits. Whatever engineers and
managers have thought gets converted into reality. The efficacy
of design philosophy, the accuracy of detailed engineering and
quality work that has gone into construction, installation and
commissioning stages stays with the asset for the rest of the
lifecycle. The collective experience and capabilities of C.E. firms
get visible here. If the designs have been evaluated through a
maintainability perspective, periodic, preventive and predictive

The experience and rigour of design can substantially lower overall costs and timelines. The value
addition and savings due to C.E. are far more than the cost to engage C.E.
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maintenance becomes smooth. The major avenues for energy
efficiency, adherence to environmental norms, sustainable
operations all are decided during the preceding phases. The VE
opportunities in the running phase are limited.

hitting the roadblocks at the time of decommissioning if the
original thought of ‘design for decommissioning’ is found missing.

As per changing times, the assets are expected to accommodate
modifications or enhancements with respect to production
capacity, process modification or compliance to changing
tighter environmental norms. The sound designs make such
changes less time consuming and costly as the necessary
provisioning is already built into to the extent possible. In current
times, the rate of advancements in technology is quite high, and
hence it is essential to design and select such systems with the
intended lifespan of the asset. It is necessary to keep the room in
the design to replace some of these systems during the lifespan
without causing widespread shutdowns or disruptions. This is
only possible when C.E. firms are at the forefront of technology
and are well connected with markets and the vendor ecosystem.
Plant reliability and availability depend significantly on the
design considerations adopted during the Basic Engineering
phase. During the running phase, the asset is expected to
provide a return on investment. Thus, smooth and undisrupted
operations are necessary. As discussed earlier, a better designed
and installed plant will offer better reliability and availability,
thereby ensuring greater profits to the owner.

Decommissioning
It enters the decommissioning or repurposing phase after the
asset completes its intended lifespan. If the material, equipment
and systems were carefully designed, analysed and committed
during the design and construction phase, this phase does
not pose serious problems. The efforts needed to disassemble,
transport, and dispose of materials and equipment through the
environmentally friendly recycling process should be built-in
during the design phase. The industry has ample examples of

The value that C.E. firms can add is at its peak during the initial
phases of asset creation. The avenues of value addition diminish
in the latter stages of the asset lifecycle. This is illustrated in
figure 2 below. The data varies from sector to sector and from
region to region. The % data is illustrative and is based upon
anecdotal experiences.

Discussion
With the involvement of C.E. firms, all stages of asset starting from
pre-feasibility to decommissioning receive adequate attention.
Alam, I. (2003) studied the New Product Development (NPD)
process. The study corroborated how the NPD process is
influenced by interactions with various outside entities like
suppliers, customers, competitors, and academia. The study
specifically looked at C.E. firms’ role in the NPD process. The
longitudinal study lasting for over 18 months with 64 engineers
and managers drawn from 32 C.E. firms provided clues of the
underutilisation of C.E. firms in the NPD process. Although C.E.
firms had rich knowledge and experience in almost all phases
of the product life cycle, they were found to be kept at arm’s
length through the consulting assignments. The elaborate
analysis suggested that C.E. firms have many ideas that have
the potential to revolutionise NPD. It was also found that C.E.
firms have a highly educated and talented pool of engineers.
The engineers have both theoretical rigour and practical
perspective. They encounter real-life challenges on a day to
day basis. They come out with ideas and suggestions that
stretch existing products’ limits and give rise to new product
development. As C.E. firms work across different industries, their
ability to view concepts through different industry usage prisms
is substantial. Thus, C.E. firms can be leveraged for germination
and evaluation of NPD.

VALUE ADDITION OPPORTUNITIES PERCENTAGE

60%

20%
8%

10%

2%
Maintenance

Operations

construction

Detailed Design

Conceptulisation & High Level
Design

Figure 2: Value Engineering Opportunities During Various Phases of Asset Lifecycle (Adapted from the studies of O’Farrell, P. K. 2010)
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While evaluating business to business strategies, Lapierre,
J., Filiatrault, P., & Chebat, J. C. (1999) found that customers
prefer value-driven strategy over quality-driven strategy.
These parameters influence client perception about quality.
Although the client expects quality, he expects value too. To
put it differently, delivery quality is necessary but insufficient to
ensure client satisfaction and advocacy.
Competency of the employees, the reliability of the rendered
products & services must go hand in hand with effective
communication. But value is more than delivering quality. It is
about the client’s perception of both quality and price paid. This
price parameter is again of two kinds one is economical price,
and another one is emotional price. Thus, understanding how

individual customer pursues value is crucial in the B2B scenario,
like in the case of C.E.
If Engineers and managers practice a common language of
cost categories, focused attention can be provided to explore
various options to serve the desired needs through economical
means. Such common understanding helps in methodically
evaluating alternate engineering designs. The article elaborates
key life phases of assets and provides a crisp view of the
vital role that C.E. firms play. C.E. firms play an active role in
rationalising almost each of the cost categories mentioned
below. As an illustration, Table T2 provides a list of cost items in
making and running a typical chemical plant.

Direct
Category
Costs

All costs related to the physical part of the plant

1

Purchased equipment

Purchased equipment

2

Equipment Installation

Installation of purchased equipment, including labour and materials for structural supports,
insulation and paint.

3

Instrumentation & Control

The purchase, installation and calibration of instruments.

4

Piping

All the process piping, including installation and insulation.

5

Electrical installations

Electrical equipment such as motors, conduits, grounding lighting, etc. Includes installation.
Process buildings, controls rooms including substructures, platforms and support.

6

Buildings

7

Yard improvements

Site development, for example, site clearing, roads, walkways, parking area’s, wharves etc.

8

Service facilities

Distribution and installations to provide for steam, power, compressed air and such utilities.
But it also includes equipment used in, for example, the laboratory and office.

9

Land

Property cost, surveys and fees.

Auxiliary buildings such as fire stations, administration offices, cafeteria and maintenance
shops including elevators, lightning telephones etc

Indirect
Category
Costs

All costs related to non-physical parts of the plant

1

Engineering & Supervision

Administrative, process, design, cost engineering, procuring, consultant fees, travel etc.

2

Construction expenses

Temporary expenses during construction such as tools and temporary offices and roads.
Also included is supervision, accounting, benefits, guards, permits, field tests, taxes,
insurance and more.

3

Contractor’s fee

Extra fees paid to account for contractors’ work.

4

Contingency

An amount of capital reserved for unexpected issues or changes of scope.

Table T2: Cost Categorisation (Adapted from M.S. Peters and K.D. Timmerhaus as well as by work by Van Amsterdam, M. F. 2018)
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Conclusion
A well-laid-out plot plan, a thought-through equipment
selection, the forward-looking control system, the plant
with smooth material movement, and the design based on
safety, constructability, operability, and maintainability make
a difference in RoI. The processes proposed and followed in
creating and running asset bears a stamp of influence that C.E.
firms exert. Table T3 provides essential knowledge contributions
made by C.E. firms. This knowledge differentiates one firm
from another. While explicit knowledge is codified and can be
replicated, tacit knowledge resides with an individual and is not
codified. As can be seen here, the knowledge contribution from
C.E. firms is multi-dimensional and goes a long way in making
the project a success.
C.E. fees are insignificant compared to the value that it brings
in. A typical plant can reap the benefits of knowledge deployed
by C.E. firms throughout the asset lifecycle. Mian D (2015)
summarises C.E. firms’ contribution in asset lifecycle through
knowledge perspective as depicted in Table T3.
Business
Division

Engineering

Explicit Knowledge

Tacit Knowledge

• Multi-Disciplinary
Engineering

• Site Experience

• Design Principles

• Specialist Technical
Expertise

• Understanding and
familiarity with codes and
standards
• Expertise in design/analysis
software packages

Drafting

Project
Management

• Evaluating Preliminary
designs by considering
market conditions and past
experience

• Usage of CAD / REVIT
drafting software

• Shortcuts/tips and tricks to
efficient drafting

• Project Financial Status

• Client Management

• Project Timelines

• Vendor and contractor
relationship management

• Construction Market
Trends

• Risk Management

Table T3: Knowledge Contributions from C.E. Firm (Credit - Mian D. 2015)

The conclusion is quite evident if comparing various costs that
go into making and running assets viz-e-vie the value addition
that C.E. firms provide throughout asset lifecycles. The pivotal
role played by C.E. firms in almost each cost line item is pivotal.
The C.E. firm influences cost rationalisation decisions (without
compromising on functional and safety requirements)
throughout the Asset lifecycle. Usually, C.E. firms’ fees are
in a lower single digit of overall CAPEX investment, but it
influences the value and cost equation for more than 95% of
the project cost.
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The article provides substantial analysis to support the
hypothesis that good C.E. goes a long way in making asset
creation and operation a great success. The selection and
onboarding of C.E. firm thus cannot be a cost-based (fee)
exercise but should be a value-based exercise. Thus, C.E. is a
zero cost service that not only pays for itself but is a sound
investment strategy to reap value-added benefits throughout
the asset life cycle.

Author:
Shantanu S Apte - Vice President
Tata Consulting Engineers Limited (TCE)
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Optimisation
of Project
Schedule & Cost
in Foundations
for a Deep
Underground
Material
Handling
Installation

I

n a bauxite mining project near a seashore, foundations for
a 24 m deep Car Dumper Vault (CDV) were designed as a
partially compensated raft. The scope of Tata Consulting
Engineers (TCE) was limited to the design of the CDV building.
Design and execution of excavation were in another agency’s
scope, including installing three levels of sheet piles.
However, when excavation reached about 23 m depth below
FGL, the east side of the pit failed to initiate more than 2 m of
lateral displacement of the sheet piles. The excavation system
had to be redesigned as an open cut. The CDV foundation was
redesigned using 800 mm dia. bored piles. It was estimated that
it would take two-month to install the designed 136 piles, and
the additional estimated cost would be about USD 6,00,000 in
the year 2017.
During discussions with the client on possible solutions, it was
learnt that surplus quantities of structural wide flange sections
were lying idle in the Owner’s stores. If found suitable, TCE
proposed to utilise the available HP-sections in place of RCC
piles. Corrosion damage tests were carried out on the steel
sections, and the foundations were redesigned to use the
available sections.

Installation of designed 330 nos. of H-piles was
completed within one month, including load
tests. The total cost of installation of H-piles was
about USD 2,00,000. Thus, the H-Pile sections
helped the Owner shorten the project schedule
and considerably reduce the project cost.
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A crushing and washing beneficiation plant was being designed
for a bauxite exploration and mining project located on the sea
coast in West Africa.
The train unloading facility for incoming ROM, including all
auxiliary equipment and services, would be contained within
an enclosed building, including a car dumper control room.
The car dumper was located at ground level; therefore, the
dump hopper, apron feeders and stacker feed conveyor were all
located below ground level.

sandy clays. The thickness of the organic soil layer ranged from
1.3 to 4.8 meters. The bedrock was encountered at a depth of
about 37 m from the finished ground level (FGL). The various
sub-surface strata at the site are summarised below.
Layer

Description

Layer- I

Hydraulically placed SAND FILL, from 0.8 m to 5.1
m thick and an average thickness of 3.3 m.

Layer- II

Very soft to medium stiff Upper CLAY, with
organics, from 0.1 m to 5.8 m thick and an average
thickness of 2.6 m.

Layer- III

Medium stiff to hard or medium dense to dense
TRANSITION sands, silts, clays, and gravels, from
0.2 m to 9.9 m thick and an average thickness of
2.9 m.

Layer- IV

Medium stiff to very stiff Lower CLAY contains
SAND interbeds of varying thickness, from 1.9 to
22.3 m thick and an average thickness of 13.6 m.

Layer- V

Medium dense to dense Lower SAND contains
CLAY interbeds of varying thickness, from 5.3 m to
20.9 m thick and an average thickness of 13.9 m.

Layer- VI

BEDROCK, weathered SANDSTONE. It
encountered at a depth of about 37 m below EGL.

This equipment was housed in a concrete vault and tunnel that
extended approximately 24m below ground level.

Other agencies carried out the design and
construction of excavation systems and
dewatering schemes. The scope of Tata
Consulting Engineers was limited to the design
and construction of CDV buildings only.

Geotechnical Characteristics at the Site
Organic soils with organic debris were encountered near the
surface. The organic soils near the surface were underlain by
lateritic soils and different layers of clay matrix and sandy to very

Table 1. General soil profile at the site

Layer

Figure 1: Soil stratification near CDV
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N_SPT

γ (kN/m3)

φ’ (°)

c’ (kPa)

Su (kPa)

Es (MPa)

LAYER I

30

17.5

40

0

-

50

LAYER II

3

16.5

20

10

18

7

LAYER III

25

20.5

28

10

150

50

LAYER IV

7

17.5

20

15

120

35

LAYER V

20

20

36

0

-

34

Table 2. Average soil properties of different soil layers

Background and Problem Statement
The CDV bottom raft was about 24 m deep from the FGL. It was
calculated that a minimum net bearing capacity of 7.5 T/m2 was
required. The bearing capacity and settlement of the founding
soils satisfied the requirement both from shear and settlement
criteria. Accordingly, the foundation was designed as a partially
compensated raft, and also excavation scheme was finalised.

Figure 2: Plaxis model for sheet pile design

The side slopes were supported by driving three levels of steel
sheet piles at different levels on three sides of the excavation
except for one side where an access ramp and tunnel was
constructed. A dewatering scheme was developed, and a few
deep wells were installed to dewater groundwater during
excavation by the agency.
When excavation reached about 23 m below the FGL, the east
side slope failed to cause inward movement of all three levels of
sheet piles. The failure slope passed below the excavation level,
evident from the heaving of soils at the base at some distance
away from the east side.
An extensive geotechnical investigation was carried out
after the failure of the east slopes, which included boreholes,
piezocone penetration tests, pressuremeter tests, and pump out
tests. Detailed analysis was carried out to determine the reason

for the slope failure. It was concluded that the failure happened
due to a combination of
•

Saturation of the soils due to heavy rainfall and

•

Inadequate dewatering arrangement, which introduced
additional hydrostatic pressure.

Due to failure of the east slope and subsequent structural
disturbances of the underlying soils due to soil movement, the
advantage of foundation design utilising the pressure relief
at foundation soils due to excavation was lost. Therefore, the
foundation system was redesigned with bored cast-in-situ
concrete piles socketed in underlying sandstones. The CDV
raft was designed to be rested on 136 numbers of 800 mm
bored piles from critical load combinations. The approximate
length of piles was 15.0 m below cut- off-level with a minimum
embedment of three times of pile diameter within the bedrock.
From the crushing strength of rocks and available drilling
tools, it was assessed that the progress of drilling through the
bedrock would be plodding. It was estimated that, on average,
one pilling rig, working in two shifts, could install a maximum
of three numbers of piles per day. A prospective bidder could
be identified to mobilise a maximum of two numbers of similar
piling rigs.

Therefore, considering two hydraulic pilling
rigs would operate simultaneously, a
maximum of 6 nos. of bored piles could be
installed in a day. Hence, to complete the
construction of 136 nos. of piles, 23 days were
required. It was estimated that two months
were needed to execute piling work, including
test piles installations, carrying out pile load
tests, and construction of working piles.

Figure 3: Failed Sheet piles on the East Side of the CDV Pit
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Installing 136 nos of 800 mm dia bored piles, including test piles
and load testing, was estimated at USD 600,000.
Due to the slope failure and subsequent redesign of the deep
excavation and foundation system, valuable project time of this
‘Fast track’ project was already lost. Delay in project schedule in such
a project was a big concern to the Owner. Therefore, construction
time savings were top priority, and alternate foundation systems
with lesser construction time were highly desirable.

Search for an Alternate Foundation
System
Different options of alternate foundation systems by
international experts were investigated, including the
construction of driven cast-in-situ piles, fortifying the entire
zone by encompassing steel pipes, Jet-grouting the disturbed
sub-stratum. However, it was estimated that the construction
of driven cast-in-place concrete piles would be a cost-effective
solution but would not save considerable time partly because
of the more extended mobilisation of such rigs.
At this design stage, it was learnt that about 15,000 MT of
structural wide flange section (HP 360 x 133) was purchased
by the Owner in 2008 for a project conceived at that time.
However, the project was abandoned later, and the structural
sections were kept in the Owner’s store. The steel grade and
dimensions of the section were as below:
Pile type

Steel

Dimensions

Section:
HP 360 x 133 @ 133 kg/m

Steel Grade:
S355JR per EN 10025.

h: 352 mm
b: 373.8 mm

Minimum Yield Strength:
355 MPa

Flange Thickness: 15.7 mm
Web Thickness: 15.6 mm
Length: 18 m

It was then explored whether the available HP-sections could
be used as steel piles for the CDV foundation. One key concern
was the potential corrosion of the structural members during
the storage period. It was decided to carry out corrosion tests
of the structural steel sections. After an adequate number of
testing, it was concluded that negligible corrosion of the steel
members had taken place during the storage period, and the
structural members were suitable for use as steel piles. However,
for additional safety, it was decided to consider the reduction
of 1 mm of thickness all around the section to determine the
structural capacity of the section.
The geotechnical load-carrying capacity of the steel piles was
also evaluated by carrying out a fresh geotechnical investigation
after failure, and the design capacity was finalised. A few
dummy piles were installed to check the steel piles’ drivability
and carry out load tests. After obtaining satisfactory results,
static load tests by the maintained load method were carried
out on one of the selected dummy piles and verified design
capacity. Design pile capacity was also evaluated based on the
pile driving records using dynamic formula and cross-checked
with the static load test results. All results corroborated each
other nicely and verified the correctness of the estimated
theoretical pile capacity.
Design of CDV foundation with H-pile was carried out. Based
on the new design, 330 nos. of steel piles were required for
the CDV foundation. From the driving records of test piles, it
was concluded that about 55 to 60 minutes were needed to
complete each working pile. Therefore, it was estimated that
each piling rig, operating two shifts in a day, would be able
to install 14–15 nos. of steel piles per day of work. Hence, two
hydraulic pile driving machines operating simultaneously will
install 28-30 no. of steel piles per day. The total time required to
install 330 nos. of steel piles was estimated at 11-12 days.

Figure 4: Layout and Detail of H-pile
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Finally, the installation of steel piles, including
driving dummy piles, carrying out load tests
on test piles, and installing working piles, was
completed within 30 days. Thus, almost 30
days of the project time was shortened, which
substantially impacted the project.

Further to the shortening of the project schedule, an adaptation
of the HP sections as steel piles also enabled considerable
savings in the project cost. Since the steel pile sections were
available at the site, free of charge, it required only the cost of
corrosion protection measures and installation. It was estimated
that the total cost of installing 330 nos. of steel piles was about
USD 200,000, resulting in a saving of USD 400,000.
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Figure 6: Construction of Raft Connecting H-Piles
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Value Engineering in Structural
Design By TCE Peer Review Team

O

ne of the leading Global IT companies planned to
develop an IT park in India with approximately 20,000
seats. The proposed IT park was to be built on 19 acres
of land in the SEZ area. The project was a part of the expansion
of the existing IT campus. IT campus was applying for IGBC
platinum rated campus comprising of preservation of trees,
conservation of sweat soil, use of flash ash brick, use of posttension design to reduce the quantity of concrete & steel etc.
The IT campus project entailed the construction of three IT
Towers of 15 storeys, each covering an area of 180 m x 212 m at
podium level and a maximum height of 75 m.
The project also comprised external development work,
including STPs, UGTs, Internal roads, Landscaping & various
miscellaneous structures, Security blocks, etc.
The total built area of the project was 32 lac sq. ft. & height of
the towers is @ 75m with an extended podium. The podium
area was approximately 5 Lac Sq. Ft. The podium area was split
with two expansion joints.
The site was located near a coastal area & at the proposed
site Groundwater table was at natural ground level as per
Geotechnical investigation. It imposed a challenge on
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evaluating a proper structural foundation system to encounter
the problems that arise before & after construction of the
structure.

The client required a reputed consultant for
Project Management Services, including the
Procurement process, Review of the Tender
documents & BOQ, PMC services & Structural
Peer review. In view of the updation in the
latest BIS codes & to ascertain the Safety &
Stability, the client envisaged the requirement
of the Structural Peer review. Being a leading
Project Management Consultancy with
extensive experience in Peer Review & Design
and excellent Technical Competency, the client
appointed TCE as the Project Management
Consultant covering scope for Procurement
Services, Construction Management &
Supervision Services, & Structural Peer Review.

As part of the Structural Peer review, TCE was responsible
for the review of the RCC structural system provided for the
construction of IT Towers, Optimisation in structural design, &
ensuring the Technical aspects of the project were as per the
codal provisions.
Structural Peer review provided valuable suggestions & quantity
optimisations based on TCE’s previous experience for similar
earlier projects & Technical expertise in the field.

TCE reviewed all Structural Design Codal
compliances in concurrence with the Project
structural consultant. During the review of the
proposed structural system & 3D structural
analysis, it was observed that there was a
scope of optimisation in structural elements &
reinforcement. TCE recommended following an
integrated approach for analysis & designing
of the structure. While doing so, TCE further
reduced the project’s structural design cost by
about more than 22.0 Cr (which was about 7%
of shell & core civil cost).

The Necessity of the Peer Review
Structural Peer Review is an independent assessment of project
designs, drawings & calculations that professionals within the
same design discipline perform. Peer review aims to enhance
public safety by validating structural designs such that there are
no serious errors or missouts in the engineering design. Review
reviews are more reliable when performed by peers with the
same professional engineering background and expertise.

The client required engineering peer review for construction
resolutions, Risk management, Quality assurance, Cost-effective
solutions, & Technical guidance for the design adequacy.
With the latest ongoing trends of tall buildings & to mitigate
the challenges, the BIS code committee revisited the codal
provisions with more stringent clauses relevant to the latest
international codes. The updation of these codal provisions are
necessary from safety & stability points of view. It becomes a
challenge for consultants to convince clients of the new codal
changes, increasing costs. Thus, Peer review for the project is
necessary to comply with all the latest codal provisions & to
optimise cost.

Why TCE Appointed as Peer Reviewer
by Client
In large projects with significant area, high-rise construction
& the presence of underground structures, it is pertinent to
engage proper Project Management & detailed Peer review
services for quality assurance & value engineering. Structural
Peer review helps check the design deliverables, ensure product
quality, and monitor the project schedule, ensuring technical
compliance. Depending only on a Project consultant may
lead to the omission of required details, which may lead to
undesirable consequences such as increased cost of the project
or delay in the deliverables or low quality of the deliverables.
TCE has completed several IT park projects across India,
providing procurement, Structural & MEP design, Peer review
& PMC services. As a technical expert, TCE has extensive
experience in reviewing technical documents & Technical
resolution with quick response to issues. TCE has the
competency to resolve the problems that occur on-site during
pre-construction or post-construction activities using a vast
pool of technical experts within the organisation. A client has
always felt that TCE understands their needs & takes appropriate
steps to safeguard their interests.

TCE has established a good relationship with
all the clients while working on various projects.
A client has always complemented TCE’s work
ethic & have appreciated the efforts that this
organisation puts in to complete the project in
a given schedule with high-quality standards.
The client recognised that TCE is competent to
accomplish the project deliverables on time in
any situation without jeopardising the technical
aspect of the project & the Client’s needs.
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Scope of the Peer Review
The broad level objective of Peer review is to provide a
value-engineered review to optimise the design without
compromising on Codal Compliances and ensuring the quality
of the deliverable. Below are the aspects of the Peer review
objectives:

foundation system had a significant impact on the governing
cost of the structure. It was imperative to review the foundation
system critically to ascertain safety & stability.

TCE critically examined every structural
element during the review and provided design
optimisation suggestions to control the cost.

•

Review of design inputs.

•

Review of the structural analysis models.

•

Review of design methodology and design outputs.

The following points were observed during
review & suggestions were provided as a part of
the value engineering by TCE:

•

Ensuring compliance with the latest IS Codal provisions.

1.

•

Value Engineering: Providing guidance & suggestions to
optimise the design in discussion with Structural consultant
and other project stakeholders.

While reviewing pile layout, TCE observed that the
consultant considered a higher socketing pile length than
recommended in Geotechnical Investigation reports. TCE
suggested to reduces Piles socketing length based on the
study of Bore Log details.

•

Review of GFC Drawings.

2.

While reviewing BOQ, TCE observed that the consultant
considered extra overcast of concrete for 1m length in BOQ,
deviating from client Practices. TCE suggested removing
the same.

3.

With a detailed technical review of the structural analysis,
TCE suggested reducing the number of Piles considered.

4.

While observing the ETAB model review, TCE observed that
loads applied in the model are not proper (for example,
a Live load of 5 KN/m2 applied where only office load is
required & in some areas, Super dead are not applied at all).
TCE ensured correct load application.

5.

TCE suggested taking the benefits of an integrated
raft while designing the pile caps helping optimise the
reinforcement requirement.

Detailed Aspect of the Peer Review
The Peer review of the project consisted of reviewing the Design
Basis Report (DBR), Structural model, Design calculations, &
Structural drawings. While checking for compliance with the
latest IS Codes, TCE insisted the Project consultant follow the
latest amendments of Earthquake code IS1893:2016. TCE urged
to follow the same as published in Nov 2020, resulting in a
significant impact on the design due to the increase in Seismic
forces by about 30% & subsequently on the cost of the project.
However, TCE convinced the Client about this requirement.
The presence of a higher Groundwater table demanded a proper
foundation system to resist higher uplifting pressure. Thus, the
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6.

TCE suggested taking the benefits of an integrated raft &
pile cap while designing the basement wall.

Conclusion

7.

TCE informed that IS codes had limited the maximum shear
stress value for Shear wall design to a specific limit, whereas
international codes permit higher shear stress values. Thus,
TCE recommended using the reference of international
codes & published papers on this subject to optimise shear
wall thickness while checking shear stress.

TCE reviewed the Technical documents
submitted by the Project consultant. The
detailed review achieved precise cost
optimisation, codal adherence, & quality
assurance as per the Client’s expectations.

8.

TCE recommended reduced raft thickness in all aspects
like- uplift pressure, loading etc.

9.

The thickness of the peripheral Basement wall was reduced.
TCE suggested providing a stepped Basement retaining
wall to optimise the quantity.

Design Optimisation proposed by TCE estimates that the cost
optimisation to date is more than Rs. 22.00 Crores (7% of shell
& core civil cost). On commercial fronts, TCE provided the profit
to the client through quantity optimisation & technical review,
which is more than the fees received for the Structural Peer
Review job.

10. Earlier, Fire tender movement was considered on the entire
podium area. TCE insisted on specifying the fire tender
path on the podium and designing only a demarcated
podium area with Fire Tender Weight. So that it would help
to reduce loads on podium slabs & subsequently design of
the supporting structural elements is reduced.

Author:
Vishal Bansilal Khairnar - Asst. General Manager

11. TCE pointed out that the reinforcement consumption
considered in BOQ is higher based on work done on
previous projects. TCE reviewed each structural element
on a sample basis, and reinforcement consumption was
estimated based on these preliminary designs instead of
Thumb rules.
12. TCE observed that the PT quantity considered in BOQ was
higher than TCE’s earlier experience. Thus, TCE suggested
verifying the indices considered in BOQ with PT vendors.
TCE attended meetings with PT vendors, and PT vendors
confirmed that the indices considered in the current BOQ
were on the higher side & the same can be optimised.
Subsequently, TCE was able to convince the Project
consultant to reduce PT indices considered in the BOQ

Tata Consulting Engineers Limited (TCE)

References
•

Weekly Progress Review Presentations for the client being made by TCE

•

Monthly Progress Reports for the client being submitted by TCE

13. While reviewing structural framing, TCE observed some
extra columns that could have been eliminated. Thus, TCE
informed the Project consultant to remove those columns.
14. While reviewing structural framing plans, TCE suggested to
reduced the filling load on podium load. Accordingly, the
architect removed the filling in the Tower footprint.
The project consultant agreed with the above observations by
TCE. The consultant revised structural designs and drawings
accordingly.
The client appreciated the detailed Technical review & quantity
optimisation suggested by TCE.
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VALUE ENGINEERING
by Dedicated Engineering Team for
a Korean EPC Contractor

T

CE has formed a Dedicated Engineering Team (DET) with
40 engineers, including Mechanical, Electrical, Civil, I&C,
and Renewable Energy engineers, to support one of the
Korean EPC Contactor. This DET serves as the customer’s extended
engineering arm for power plant engineering, assisting with
proposals and detailed engineering projects across all geographies.

Value engineering is one of the critical activities
during the initial design stage to focus on
adding benefits to our customers in terms of
cost, time and functional performance, which
determine the project success. Contractual
obligations, compliance with local regulations,
constructability and acceptance of first-time
usage are some of the value engineering
challenges that EPC Contractors face. To address
such challenges, DET organised brainstorming
sessions for each project involving an expert
team from the Technology organisation,
design, planning and construction teams, and
the customer to review the initial design and
analyse all possible alternatives to develop
feasible solutions cost-effective solutions.
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STANDARDISATION

COST

PERFORMANCE

QUALITY

INNOVATION

PROJECT SCHEDULE

Various design optimisations were proposed by DET, which made EPC Contractor competitive
and successful in winning multiple projects. To name few of the proposals submitted by the
DET to our customers are
1. Optimisation of Generator Step-Up
Transformers Rating
As per client requirement, the Generator Transformer
for Gas Turbine & Steam Turbine is supposed to be
15% higher than the corresponding Generator rating
at all temperatures. However, DET convenience the
client that the Transformer, Bus duct and Generator
Circuit Breaker are to be sized to be able to transmit
the maximum output of the corresponding gas
turbine by comparing the capability curves of
related equipment’s in the circuit, this reduction of
equipment sizes, has a cost-saving of USD 5,500,000.
2. Common Diesel Generator for Power Plant
Originally, the customer proposed separate Black
start and Emergency Diesel Generator sets. DET
recommended considering a Common Diesel
Generator for both Emergency and Black start
functions by rearranging the auxiliary power
distribution scheme and implementing the auto
operation.
This optimised design reduces the initial cost and saves
O&M, spares, fuel consumption, storage tanks, and
civil costs. The expected cost saving is approximately
USD 4,000,000.
3. Change in Auxiliary Power Distribution to Reduce
MV Transformer and Feeders
As per the original customer proposal, 4.16kV EDG
was connected to MV switchgear with eight outgoing

Equipment Capability comparison curve for different temperatures

feeders. Each outgoing feeder was connected to
Emergency LV switchgear via eight 4.16/0.48kV
rated transformers. After a detailed study, DET
recommended considering two standard emergency
switchgear considering the total emergency load.
This proposal reduces the quantity of MV transformers
in MV and LV feeder cables. Also, space optimisation
in transformer yard and switchgear building. The
expected cost saving is around USD 213,500.
4. Combined DC System for PV Plant and Substation
As per the original proposal, a separate DC & UPS
System was required for Substation & Plant auxiliaries.
Battery configuration shall be 2X100% with 8 hours of
backup. DET proposed a common DC &UPS system
considering the No. of bays in AIS and the location
of both substations and loads in a common control
building. Also, considering the availability of EDG, it
was proposed to have a 2X100% Battery configuration
with a 1-hour battery backup time. This proposal has
a cost saving of around USD 400,000 and indirect
savings in Civil costs.
5. Coal Shed Structure Centre Column Configuration
Techno-economic evaluation between the originally
recommended dual column and DET proposed single
columns for 18m, 21m and 24m height configurations
were carried out in terms of cost, ease of construction
and functional aspects.

Single Column Design
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The customer finally accepted this configuration with
a central column 2.5m x 1.5m, 24m in height, with
capitals at the top. With the DET proposal, there will be
an overall saving of USD 661,000 due to fewer central
structural columns saving considerable time for
concreting and erection of roof members.

and tilt angles to select the best suited MMS member
configuration in terms of the overall cost for a single
post and two posts configuration.
DET has standardised the design for various
configurations, which reduced the engineering
duration, simplified the approval, minimised
calculation errors and overall effort by the EPC
Contractor.
7. Modularisation Concept for the Fire
Protection System
TCE has designed and engineered various thermal
power, solar power, & LNG plant fire protection
designs. Based on the experience, DET developed
the modular packaging concept for fire pumping
units, booster pumping units & deluge valve modules
as a unique solution to speed up power projects by
reducing erection & commissioning timelines.

Dual Column Design

6. Standardisation of Solar Module Mounting
Structure (MMS) Configuration
Design calculations for determining the most techno
economically feasible arrangement of members for 7
/ 10 / 14 H with 2V configuration of PV modules has
been performed considering different wind speeds
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8. Optimisation of PV Solar Module Mounting
Structure
Unique module mounting structure configuration
has been proposed instead of the conventional
fixed-tilt system, which reduces the number of robots
and robotic system accessories and civil & electrical
BOQ. Techno-economic analysis between one
module in portrait (1P) & two modules in portrait (2P)
configuration and 4H & 2V configuration has been
carried out, reducing CAPEX and LCOE by about 4%
of project cost resulting in optimisation of PV Plant
design. The optimised combination of capacitor bank
and inverter has been considered to supply required
reactive power, which reduces CAPEX and LCOE by
0.7% each.
DET has followed various other techniques to reduce
the capital cost of the PV plant. Optimising the PV
Plant layout by changing the location of Inverters,
choosing an optimal number of MV stations per PV
block, reducing the pitch from the owner’s proposed
design, which reduced BOQs and associated costs
remarkably without compromising energy yield.
9. Reduction of Engineering Time with Limited Inputs
DET has developed a Digital contour utilising the
Google Earth, QGIS and Civil 3D software without
topographical survey and/or contour maps, reducing
site survey cost, time & effort.
An automated tool has been developed to calculate
bored pile capacity in cohesionless soil and driven pile
& screw pile capacities, which considerably save time
& effort.

10. Optimisation of Control and Monitoring Scheme
and Cabling Works
DCS controllers and cabinets as per initial plant
layout locations were studied and suggested to
locate DCS controller panels and RIO in the strategic
locations, thereby reducing cable length and civil
cost reduction. Motor Winding Temperature Signals
to DCS for MV drives have two sets (6 No’s) of winding
temperature elements.
DET has proposed connecting only one (3 No’s) set of
the winding temperature elements for the 3 phases
and the second set of winding elements used as spares,
which saved USD 80,000 on temperature transmitters,
Cables, and Analog IO cards.
DET’s endeavour toward value engineering for the Korean
EPC Contractor has achieved its purpose. In today’s world,
the ability to add value, improve, innovate, and design
projects for our customers in a language that they can
understand and implement is critical for our long-term
success. DET has realised this, growing consistently for
years and creating success on Customer’s new bidding
and ongoing execution projects.

Author:
Senthil Ram A - General Manager
Tata Consulting Engineers Limited (TCE)
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WA L L O F FA M E

Best Governed Company in Unlisted
Segment (Emerging Category) Award at the
21st ICSI National Awards for Excellence in
Corporate Governance

Asia’s Best Employer Brand for Excellence in
Training by the Jury Council of 12th Edition Asia’s Best Employer Brand Awards 2021
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WA L L O F FA M E
Innovative Industries Award by The Institution of
Engineers (India) for Engineering Life - TCE response to
combating COVID19

National Award for Innovative Design of 220kV Double Circuit Compact Tower for
Transmission Lines at the Quality Innovation Awards 2021

Certificate of Merit for the Bangalore Water Supply and Sewerage Project (II)
at the FIDIC Awards 2021

ACCE(I) - INSWAREB AWARD 2020 Certificate of
Merit for effective use of Pozzolana or Blended
Cements in the Design and Construction of
Civil Engineering Projects
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Customer Testimonials
We are delighted to inform you
that TCE has been recognized for
its outstanding performance and
significant contribution under our
Supplier Recognition Program. Our
Program honours those suppliers
that have made substantial efforts
to deliver the best competitive
advantage, and thereby support us in
reaching its goal to be the preferred
world leader in chemicals.

I appreciate TCE’s involvement and the
commitment of your Engineers since
1996 on our various projects.
The efforts and hard work put by your
Engineers as Project Management
Consultant for successful completion
of Cauvery Water Supply Scheme
- Stage IV, Phase I & Phase II are
remarkable. We also appreciate
the involvement of your esteemed
organisation in implementation of
ongoing Stage V project.
I wish all the best and look forward for
your continued association with us.
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We would like to take this
opportunity to thank you for your
cooperation in completing the
subject assignment. The innovative
approach adopted by you in the
compact design of 220kV D/C
Towers have created a savings in
our project. We once again take
this opportunity to thank you for
the excellent service rendered
till date. We look forward to work
together in ongoing & future
assignments.

I take this opportunity to
appreciate and recognise your
sincere efforts toward the project.
I am aware of the hardwork and
dedication with which you have
delivered and proved for making
the event a successful one.
Once again, I appreciate your
contributions. The business is
poised for significant growth in the
coming days and to achieve our
growth plans, looking forward to
even higher level of dedication and
contribution in future projects.
I would like to acknowledge your
excellent work.

INFRASTRUCTURE CLUSTER

India’s 1st National High-Speed
Rail Project

The route will cover 508 km with 12 stations from the heart of
Gujarat in Ahmedabad to Mumbai in just two hours instead of
the current travel time of eight hours.

I

ndia’s first national high-speed rail is one of the most iconic
and strategic projects in the nation and one of the most
significant projects globally. TCE is the lead consortium
member and partnered with two domestic and one Japanese
consulting firm. We are delighted to have emerged the winners
of this keenly contested bid. This six-year-long project has a total
order value of INR 1111 Crores.

The Mumbai-Ahmedabad High-Speed Rail
(MAHSR) project will be a highly profitable
project to save time, facilitate comfort, and
reduce conventional traffic. The project
will also boost the movement of goods
and services between the cities, and the
transferability of business shall immensely
improve.
To immediately take up these ambitious Mumbai and
Ahmedabad high-speed rail projects, National High Speed Rail
Corporation Ltd (NHSRCL) has been set up as a special purpose
vehicle with the partnership of the Government of India
through the Ministry of Railways, Government of Gujarat and
Government of Maharashtra. The project is estimated to cost
1.1 lakh crores, of which the JICA is slated to fund 88,000 crore
rupees on very favourable terms.
Japan International Consultants Consortium (JICC) has been
appointed general consultants to execute India’s first highspeed rail corridor. India will be using the world-famous
Shinkansen technology for its master project. Shinkansen
describes bullet trains in Japan and means a new trunk line.
It’s one of the most iconic images of modern Japan, with a
track record of zero fatality to date. The Shinkansen trains are
equipped with high acceleration and deceleration and a trained
body that causes less damage to the tracks.
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Aerial lidar or light detection and the ranging typographic survey
was adopted for the first time in a railway project in India. The
entire survey was completed in three months with reasonable
accuracy, and data was submitted to the general consultants
in April 2017. All other geotechnical surveys have been
accomplished successfully for timely execution of the project.
NHSRCL has divided the entire project into 27 functional
packages. MAHSR project will engage in construction of country’s
most gigantic 13.2 m single tube tunnel that will have a length
of around 21 kilometres to avoid disturbing flamingo sanctuary
and nearby mangroves. A stretch of 7 km tunnel will be under the
seabed at the Thane creek.
A dedicated high-speed rail training institute that will serve as
a backbone for the future development of other high-speed
corridors in India is also being developed in Vadodara. The
Institute will have all the facilities available at East Japan Railway
Company (JR-East) at Shin Shirakawa in Japan.
The challenges that lay ahead for the engineering team of
NHRSCL is to design long-span steel bridges within busy existing
railway stations at Vadodara, Ahmedabad and Sabarmati. Special
and longest steel bridges are in Vadodara yard and Ahmedabad
yard.
NHSRCL is ensuring minimum acquisition of land: 17.5 m against
about 50-75 m for Roads and strives to ensure that landowners
are adequately compensated and re-settled if required. NHSRCL
is making sure that the maximum number of trees at the
construction sites are transplanted to a nearby location.

NHSRCL aims to bring Shinkansen technology
to India and the Japanese culture of safety,
punctuality, and passenger comfort to the
Mumbai and Ahmedabad high-speed rail
project.

Japanese Shinkansen bullet trains have advanced features like
automatic train control, centralised traffic control and ballastless tracks. The same technology is also being implemented in
Indian bullet trains by keeping the body airtight. The trains will be
designed to keep optimal air pressure to ensure a comfortable
journey for all its passengers. Automatic brake application
prevents trains to exceed the permissible speed limits. In case
of any untoward situation, the trains will stop in just 78 seconds,
ensuring safety and speed. Seismometers will be installed along
the track to monitor and minimise adverse effects on the bullet
train and its onboard passengers because of natural disasters.
There will be a total of 70 trips each day between the two
stations, and according to an estimate, nearly 40,000 people
will travel per day. High-speed rails in India will cut down the
dependency on imported hydrocarbon fuel as they would be
completely electrified. The system will have lower maintenance
and operating costs than conventional trains.

Operational Plan
The operational control centre of the Mumbai-Ahmedabad
High-Speed Rail will be at Sabarmati. Initially, the trains will have
a total of ten coaches with a seating capacity of 750 passengers,
which will be further increased to sixteen coaches and a seating
capacity of 1250 passengers. There will be 35 trains per day/
one direction, where there will be one train every 20 mins in
peak hours and one train every 30 mins in non-peak hours. Train
frequency will be further increased to one train every 8 mins
in future. MAHSR route will be equipped to handle 17,900
passengers one-way daily, which will be increased up to 92,900
passengers in future. A detailed operational plan is as follows:
Year

2023

2033

2043

2053

Train Configuration

10

10/16

16

16

Number of Rakes

24

24+11

44

71

Number of Trains
(per day/one-direction)

35

51

64

105

Train Capacity

750

750/1250

1250

1250

17,900

31,700

56,800

92,900

Peak Hour

3

4

6

8

Off peak

2

3

3

6

Passenger Seats
(day/one direction)
Number of Trains
(per day/one
direction)

92% Elevated Track
Approximately 92% of the high-speed railway tack will be
elevated through viaducts (as shown in the image below)
and bridges. Out of 508 KMs distance, 460.3 KMs (90.5%) will
be viaduct, 9.22 KMs (1.8%) on bridges, 25.87 KMs tunnels
(including 7 KM long undersea tunnel), and 12.9 KMs (2.5%) will
be on embankment/Cutting.

There are many benefits of an elevated
track. It provides crossing at all places,
sufficient clearance of 5.5 m (i.e. highest for
roads) is available over the existing road
network, greatly improves safety and security
perception against external interference,
and reduces land requirement (17.5 m
width against 36 m for conventional railway
tracks). Most importantly, this will ensure no
obstruction to the natural flow of waters.
Apart from political and economic factors HSR will be
presenting answers to growing concern over climate change,
by providing opportunities for achieving ecological goals like
safety, traffic decongestion and operational sustainability.
MAHSR unfurls India’s ambitious long-term investment in HSR
and carries the objective of a network spread across 10,000 Km,
known as the “Diamond Quadrilateral”.

Author:
Abhishek Gaurav - Manager
Tata Consulting Engineers Limited (TCE)

Source: NHSRCL Website
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India’s First Solar Tree Project by
Tata Consulting Engineers

T

he Smart City Mission, Gandhinagar
Municipal Corporation (GMC), was given
the target to fulfil 10% of the city’s power
requirements from renewable sources. The
city faced a unique challenge. The rooftops of
Public buildings did not have enough space to
Install Solar PV, which is a usual practice.
Tata Consulting Engineers is the Design
Engineer and Project Management Consultant
for the Smart City and is developing the public
green spaces. The team was mandated to use
the open space available in the public parks
and fulfil the renewable energy requirement.
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The Solution
Since the Green spaces are recreational areas, the challenge
was to design the structure to meet the Green space’s aesthetic
ambience. The team proposed the installation of India’s first
solar trees with Sun Tracking.

Solar Tee with sun tracking system rotates
as per sun’s direction. A solar tree is an
assembly of solar panels mounted on a
pedestal structure with a clearance of around
4m from the ground. The design reduces
space requirement by about 98% at the base
compared to a standard ground-mounted
solar plant. The solar trees installed in
Gandhinagar are inspired by sunflowers and
track the sun visually.

A monitoring system shall be installed for all solar trees as part
of the smart initiative. The same has been integrated with the
City Command Control Centre for remote monitoring and
analyses of real-time power generation. The data will help
assess the plant’s performance and cumulative generation &
consumption data for any selected time interval.

Overall System Design
Sr.
No

Summary

Details

1

Location

Roof of Buildings & Gardens in
Gandhinagar

2

Total Installed Capacity

323

kWp

3

Roof Top Solar

167

kWp

4

Solar Trees at 24
Locations

5

Module

Unit

Impacts and Benefits
This project is a renewable energy initiative for generating
4,60,275 kWh (in the 1st Yr) of green power. This power shall be
used for meeting up part of the annual energy requirements
of GMC, which is presently consuming grid power primarily
generated from fossil fuel sources. This project will help reduce
the annual cost of energy consumed by 3.82 Cr (10 years) and
reduce the carbon emission by 8,534 Tonnes proportional to
the green energy generated (over 25 years). It is equivalent to
planting 13,208 teak trees over the project lifetime (over 25
years).
Based on the success of this project Ministry of Housing and
Urban Affairs issued DO on Oct 27th 2021, to all ULBs for
utilising the open spaces in Parks/ Public Spaces /Treatment
plants etc. in a similar manner.

Author:
156

365 Wp, Mono-Crystalline

kWp

P K Arunkumar - General Manager
Tata Consulting Engineers Limited (TCE)
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Project Management in Pictures

CONSTRUCTION
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OUR WOMEN ENGINEERS

MILLIONS OF SAFE WORK HOURS
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RECOGNITION
I N A U G U R AT I O N
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REVIEW

PROJECT COMPLETION
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Godrej City Panvel
Infrastructure Design Services

Challenges

L

ocated at Panvel, Navi Mumbai, the project is spread across
140 acres and is being developed in phases. The first and
second phases are currently in the finishing stage, and
phase 3 is being designed.
Ecofirst was initially appointed as an Infra consultant to provide
inputs for the finalisation of the Master Plan. With the project’s
progress, quality of the services and intense coordination efforts,
Ecofirst was appointed as the Infrastructure Design Consultant
for all external infrastructure services, including roads, water
supply, wastewater, stormwater, rain water harvesting and solid
waste management.

Ecofirst further supported the client reduce the
site development cost by minimising earthwork
quantities in cut and fill and retaining walls
through a separate scope of slope optimisation
for the entire Panvel project site. This project
started in 2015 is currently under construction,
including site grading (cut and fill optimisation),
road design, and storm management of 105
acres of the project site.

As the site is located on the hillside and has no basic
government infrastructure for water and wastewater
management, it was tough to support the client in
coordination and technical documentation for authority
approvals (MOEF and NAINA/ PMC).
Right from the beginning, the developmental goals were set
to make the site self-sustainable by aiming
• Optimal wastewater management to ensure zero
discharge from the site
• Maximise rainwater harvesting, storage and reuse of
rainwater runoff
• Ensure safe bypass of external site runoff
• Optimise slope to generate maximum development
potential without compromising general developmental
rules and guidelines
• Relocate trees and plantation/replantation as required
• Accessibility with ease and comfort following the
standard applicable norm for all modes of movement, i.e.,
pedestrian, cycle, vehicular (two-wheeler & four-wheeler)
up to every phase and internal pre-identified locations

Ecofirst planned and designed the solutions
to meet all the above goals, and the project
infrastructure is being implemented as per
the design provided by Ecofirst.
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Our 4 “I” Approach
To achieve the objective of providing sustainable solutions for
various infrastructure services, Ecofirst followed an innovative
approach rather than a conventional design approach which is
summarised below:
A. Initiation: Ecofirst team conducted a thorough site visit
to understand the ground realities and study the existing
ground surface profile, natural streams and waterbodies,
existing trees and vegetation, the spatial relationship
of the site land features with its surroundings, existing
infrastructure (Electrical, water and stormwater) and site
challenges if any.
B.

Ideation: The team held extensive discussions with all
stakeholders, including the client design team, client
business marketing team, the master planner, liaison
consultant and MOEF consultant. Ecofirst then conducted
a review of site understanding and established co-relations.
A comprehensive study of internal and external surfaces
and features was carried out based on the site visits and
collected data analysis.
High-tech tools and software were used to quantify design
calculations like Satellite imageries processing, GIS software
for analysis and mapping & 3D surface profile, Civil 3D
software for site analysis and site grading, Hydraulic analysis
using Bentley software etc.

C. Innovate: The Ecofirst team used several innovative
methods to finalise the design like Trend analysis & target
setting, Optioneering and solution framing, Non-structural
Best Management Practices, Techno-financial analysis
(Capital cost, O&M cost), Sustainability assessment and
Value engineering, identifying & recommending solutions.
D. Implement: Based on the outcomes of the three steps
above, the team completed the technical specifications &
BoQs. Ecofirst also provided process assistance in Vendor
identification and evaluation, Construction time support
and held periodic technical reviews.

Value Creation
The Ecofirst team provided the following value additions to the
project:
• Slope optimisation resulting 5-6% more area for
development
• Cost reduction by Earthwork quantity balancing
• Reduction in cost of retaining wall (8-10% over the base case)
• Rainwater harvesting and reuse resulting significant savings
in freshwater during rains.
• Reuse of treated wastewater in the golf course and all
landscape water irrigation resulted in substantial water
savings.
• Safe external water discharge arrangements to reduce
remote chances of flooding in case of extreme rainfall
• A GIS-based model developed with GIS Mapping and CIVIL
3D software resulted in quick optional analysis and output
generation.
• Graphical and colour-coded outcomes made the design
very easy to understand, helping quick decision-making
by the client. The output was good enough to be used
as a technical document to be shared with the approval
authorities with all requisite details.
• The team was skilled and generated quality output. The
repletion and revisions took very little time and helped meet
the client’s significantly very tight timelines saving sizeable
person-hours on the project tasks and thus increased
productivity.

Author:
Mayuri Raichur - Assistant Manager
Tata Consulting Engineers Limited (TCE)
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PLANT ENGINEERING
CLUSTER

PLANT ENGINEERING CLUSTER

Realising the Energy Transition
Journey: Pathway to Industrial Implementation
The Journey So Far

H

uman civilisation has progressed through scientific
learning from nature and efforts to replicate, modify or
improve these processes to benefit human life. Once
the basic needs for survival and propagation were satisfied, the
knowledge was applied to overcome the inherent uncertainty
in natural processes. These processes were substituted with
human-modified systems without realising the adverse effects
on nature.
The industrial revolution that began in the latter part of the
eighteenth century required large amounts of energy most
of which was derived from fossil fuels, resulting in release
of various polluting chemicals and gases. The first scientific
studies on the effect of these emissions on climate began in
the latter part of the nineteenth century. However, evidence of
human interference affecting the environment started coming
to the fore in the late twentieth century. Further studies have
confirmed that abrupt climate changes have been brought
in through human influences, and active research started on
devising alternate pathways to satisfy world energy needs.
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In response to global warming, alternate ways and newer
energy generation and utilisation technologies have been
extensively researched and developed in the last two decades.
Several technologies, such as carbon capture, green hydrogen,
low carbon biofuels, renewable power etc., were backed by
state funding and promoted through industry-academic
programs. The pilot-scale implementation and technology
demonstration phases of such technologies will encourage its
comprehensive scale implementation in the coming years.
Apart from energy generation, other industrial processes like
the transport sector and hard to abate sectors such as steel,
cement, etc., also started to be scrutinised. New technology
research areas opened for devising systems and processes with
lower and even zero environmental footprints. While alternate
technology development progressed rapidly, it is evident that
there are more challenges in converting the processes from
pilot studies to field implementation. An alternate economic
regime shall fuel and drive the technology change to address
both the “capital carbon” (creation of the facility) and the
“operating carbon” (running the facility).

The Path Towards Change

Engineering and Technology

Energy transition can be described as the shift in meeting the
global energy production and consumption requirements
mainly from fossil-based systems such as oil, natural gas and
coal to renewable energy sources like solar, wind or hydro.
We have already witnessed energy transitions through the
increase in penetration of renewable energy into the overall
energy basket, the onset of electrification, and improvements
in industrial processes through alternate clean technologies
and clean fuels. However, regulations and commitment to
decarbonisation have delivered mixed results. Energy transition
will continue to increase in importance as stakeholders prioritise
environmental factors.

The nature of emissions, severity and mitigation technologies
differ for different sectors. There is no singular technology
solution that can be applied everywhere. Hence, to understand
the overall emission contributors to climate change, it is
necessary to analyse the share of emissions of the major
pollutants, carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide, from the
energy and land-use systems, as shown in Figure 11.

To reverse the adverse effects of emissions on climate, devising
new technological solutions alone will not suffice. Concentrated
efforts are required to convert the demonstration projects to full
scale operating plants backed by socioeconomic infrastructure
development and corresponding demand creation to adapt
to the energy transition. Collaboration between technology
providers, OEMs, investors, and policymakers is essential for
accelerating energy transitions. Deep and sustained coordination
between stakeholders, sharing best practices, establishing new
standards and tracking methods, scaling up capital spending,
and managing unfavourable impacts will be critical for desirable
outcomes. A suitable coalition of technologies, matching
cost and carbon budgets, managing the new supply chain,
arranging finances, mitigating the disruption to the established
socioeconomic structure will form critical aspects of the new
energy regime.
The solution to the net-zero equation is tilted towards the
potential ecological disaster side; current national commitments
seem inadequate to reach the ultimate climate goals of the Paris
summit. It is generally noted that the economy is also not fully
ready for the transition. In most cases, national plans are more
propaganda than reflecting minute and structured planning.
The economic impact of the change needs to be integrated
with policies of development. It must be inclusive of growth to
balance short term risks of abrupt changes in current systems
against longer-term risks of deep impacting damage from
delayed implementation.

Transforming to net-zero will require
fundamental changes to energy and landuse systems that control the world economy.
The new order should also be prepared for
the economic, social, and political backlash
of poorly planned and coordinated change
actions.

Figure 1: Emission share of Energy and Land-use systems

While power generation will continue to be driven by
renewable technologies, industries will look forward to
cleaning fuels to reduce emissions and implementing alternate
technologies requiring less energy consumption. Hydrogen is
expected to play a significant role as it can be produced from
renewable sources and used for energy storage in physical and
chemical means. The focus of the transport sector will be to
decarbonise through the use of electric vehicles. In general, on
an overall basis, the major technologies on the path to net-zero
envision the following2
a. Doubling in the share of electrification to 50 per cent of total
power consumption by 2050 mainly in transport, industrial
heat sectors.
b. Renewable energy contributes to the total power generation
mix of near 100%.
c. Hydrogen in a bridging role in energy transition with green
hydrogen from electrolysis of water using electricity from
renewable power and its use as fuel for energy-intensive
systems like steel making, cement production, aviation, and
shipping.
d. Carbon capture, utilisation and storage systems are
implemented in industrial processes like fertilisers, steel
plants, cement manufacture, power generation, natural gas
processing, creating a more valuable and long-chain living
molecule from captured carbon.
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e. Biomass and biofuels for transport and process heating,
blending of ethanol in petrol and diesel, blending of
hydrogen in natural gas.
f. Dovetailing of multiple technologies like renewables, energy
storage, hydrogen, electric vehicles integrated through
digital tools to meaningfully connect them for improved
efficiency and grid stability under variable generation.
g. Verification of decarbonisation measures using Artificial
Intelligence/ Machine Learning and blockchain technologies.

Policy Support
Technology alone may not be enough to bring in the required
structural changes in society. Various policy interventions from
the government and authorities are necessary to propagate,
implement and persist on the decarbonisation pathway. Some
of the areas of policy setting include3:
a. Ensuring benefits reach all citizens and no one is left energy
poor.
b. Enforcing policies and incentive practices to ensure the
deployment of zero-carbon technologies.
c. Disengaging fossil fuel-based processes from financial
policies.
d. Generating new pathways to finance the energy transition.
Establishing carbon credits and auditing carbon offset claims.
e. Reskilling of persons whose jobs will be at risk with new
technology implementation.
f. Supply chain agreements, realignment of global trade
relations.
g. Covering risks and accountability.
h. Supportive policies for renewables, energy storage, electric
vehicle, hydrogen economy, Carbon capture and utilisation,
energy efficiency improvement measures.
i. Frame guidelines for declaring scope 1 (Direct GHG
emissions), scope 2 (Electricity indirect GHG emissions) and
scope 3 (Other indirect GHG) emissions.

j. Penalties and taxes on fuel-based processes, carbon pricing,
pollution interventions and fines
The biggest challenge for transforming the economy towards
net-zero transition is managing the complexity of risks of poorly
planned investments with the risk of increasing ecological
disasters through inaction. The following are salient economic
and financing parameters, according to the McKinsey report1
and IEA report4:
• A total investment of USD 275 trillion is required to transition
from 2021 to 2050 at an annual average of USD 9.2 trillion.
The spending will be front-loaded, from 6.8 per cent of
current world GDP to 8.8 per cent from 2026 to 2030 before
it can reduce. In addition, USD 1 trillion annual expenditure
needs to be diverted from high-emission to low-emission
investments.
• The transition journey till 2050 will cause direct job losses of
nine million in fossil fuel extraction and four million in the
fossil fuel power sector; displaced workers would require
relief and retraining. Eight million direct jobs would be
created in renewable power, hydrogen, and biofuel sectors.
Global Direct and indirect job losses in this period of 185
million would be offset with new job opportunities of 200
million. High emission sectors that currently contribute 20
per cent to global GDP would see demand loss, a rise in
production cost and unemployment. By 2050, coal will be
phased out, oil and gas production will fall by 55 and 70 per
cent, the production cost of steel and cement will increase
by 30 and 45 per cent.
• Less developed economies will suffer more during the
transition; countries in Africa and the Indian subcontinent
will invest 1.5 times more than developed countries.
Financing costs for the increased upfront spending will
need to be lowered, considering that capital is seven times
more expensive in developing and emerging markets than
in developed economies. Fiscal expansion and inflation
pressure in the economy will increase borrowing costs
and debt risks in the former economies. Businesses need
to revise investment and operating models and strategies
to include climate risk factors. Financial institutes need to
evolve a new paradigm for returns on investment that push
carbon-free agenda at the top.

Energy transition can be described as the shift in meeting the global energy production and
consumption requirements mainly from fossil-based systems such as oil, natural gas and coal
to renewable energy sources like solar, wind or hydro.
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Key Themes

MODULARISATION

Some of the major themes which will drive the transition to
net-zero are:

The conventional approach towards design and construction is
a stick-built approach with customised design to suit divergent
conditions. Project execution involved a large workforce with
associated quality and safety challenges at the job site. Though
this method has been preferred for large scale projects, the
pandemic with its health concerns has turned the focus towards
modular execution. Modular designs require early completion
of engineering designs, optimisation of procurement through
the confirmation of specification, pre-engineered/ prefabricated
components and mechanised assembly of components. Off-site
fabrication will improve product quality and remove any safety
concerns of uncontrolled processes at the erection site. Modular
designs also offer the benefits of flexibility in plant design and
operation:

INTEROPERABILITY
Product specifications vary across industries, geographical
regions, and time, even for similar performance requirements.
While this system has given enough thrust towards innovation
and growth, the overall picture on a global scale points
towards the larger wastage of precious raw materials. Different
countries have different standards for similar products, requiring
specific design, operation, and maintenance components.
A huge amount of material wastage can be curtailed by
using harmonised standards for the various components of a
product. Unified and harmonised standards can be used for
multiple product components like screws, fasteners, and rolling
bearings, extending to complex processes that prevent wasteful
production and stocking parts for maintenance.
Interoperability can improve product lifespan, facilitate easier
repair and service to products, reduce waste, and enhance
environmental sustainability5. To illustrate, the common format
for image files JPEG/ TIFF has facilitated a widespread exchange
of information across various platforms. On the other hand,
if we take the case of one of the strong drivers for energy
transition, the electric vehicle, there is no uniform standard for
the chargers requiring completely different designs for charging
infrastructure.
Interoperable design can benefit many consumer goods,
automotive, aerospace, electrical and electronic products. The
benefits of interoperable products over patented/ branded
products for customer loyalty must be incorporated into market
dynamics for a sustainable economy. The Bureau of Indian
Standards (BIS) has adopted a policy of harmonising many
national standards with International Standards – ISO, IEC, which
is a positive step toward embedding interoperability in product
design.

a.

Market flexibility: Facilitate quick “turn off turn on” mode
of operation of multiple similar process units to match
variable demand

b.

Operational flexibility: The plant can operate efficiently
and profitably at lower capacity using a few of many similar
modules

c.

Location flexibility: Modular plants with compact skidbased design occupy less space and are easier to dismantle
and re-erect at a different location

d.

Investment flexibility: Capacity addition for modular plants
requires less footprint and installation cost.

A modular approach can achieve sustainability benefits,
coupled with interoperability and standardisation of designs
and methods. These designs are also easier to automate and
digitalise during implementation and operation stages which
further enhances efficiencies furthering the cause of energy
transition6. Modularisation can be widely adopted across
infrastructure, power generation, transportation, chemical,
metals, and electronics.

CIRCULARITY
INTEROPERABILITY

BENEFICIATION

MODULARISATION
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CIRCULARITY

waste, mitigate possible environmental hazards, and create
landfills in areas that can be put to other use9.

The principles of the circular economy provide a holistic
approach to material use. It has the core objective of maintaining
materials, components, products, and assets at the highest useful
value during its lifecycle and ensuring recycling and reuse at
the end of life. This ensures less new material in the system with
the inherent benefit of lower carbon impact by reducing virgin
resources for each cycle. Maintaining refurbished assets instead
of new construction can cut out embedded emissions. The
environmental impact of projects can be assessed up to 80% at
the design stage, and suitable remedial plans and performance
measurement schemes can be developed. Biomaterials can be
safely returned to the soil ecosystem, reusable materials used,
and other materials recycled through low energy processes. The
reuse of construction materials for built assets require disruptive
innovation. Circularity as an objective must be built into the
design process. The concept of a circular economy also needs
investor support.7
Energy efficiency can curtail 55 per cent of global emissions.
The balance of 45 per cent will be addressed through circular
economy principles 8. Key materials for a circular economy and
relative contribution across sectors are shown in Table 1.

BENEFICIATION
Very low-grade iron ore cannot be used in metallurgical plants
and needs to be upgraded to increase the iron content in the
Beneficiation process unit. Improvements in technologies and
efficiency of mining processes have made mining of low-grade
primary ores and recovery of secondary minerals from primary
tailings viable. Mineral waste recycling processes and mining
practices have improved to enable near-zero waste systems
of low-grade ores in a circular economy. Innovative process
designs involving mineral processing, metal extraction, metal
recovery and mineral waste valorisation are fitted into circular
business models. This will also avoid the need to dump the

Demand for several metals is expected to rise during the energy
transition phase. For the electric vehicle revolution, metals such
as nickel, lithium, manganese, cobalt, and graphite are critical
to enhancing battery longevity and energy density. Similarly,
rare earth elements are required to make permanent magnets
used in wind turbines and motors of electric vehicles. Electricity
distribution networks would require significant quantities of
copper and aluminium.
The switch to a clean energy system is thus set to drive
an increase in the requirements for these minerals. The
beneficiation processes would ease the energy demands of the
extraction of minerals.

Low Energy Chemistry
New technologies are being developed to lower the overall
energy demands. Chemical pathways are being explored for
chemical reactions to maximise the yield at the lowest pressure
and low operating pressure. Continued investments in research
and developments in newer catalysts to lower overall energy
demand forms a critical element of the energy transition. More
recent catalysts aim to increase the operating life and minimise
the impact of catalyst treatment/disposal at the end of life.
Renewable feedstocks (e.g., glucose) can be used for the
microbial production of chemicals. This is a sustainable
alternative to conventional chemical processes, relying primarily
on petroleum-based feedstocks. One common application
is the utilisation of microorganisms found in manufacturing
alcohols (ethanol) and acetone. Sugar fermentation by
microorganisms is an old conventional method to produce
alcohol and can be used within modern industry, including
biofuel production.

Per cent contribution across Industries
Material
Construction

Transportation

Consumer goods

Machinery

Packaging

Iron & Steel

56%

13%

3%

21%

2%

Chemicals

23.6%

11.4%

28.1%

5.4%

19.5%

Cement

100%

0

0

0

0

Aluminium

32.9%

32%

7.5%

9.4%

12.4%

Table 1: Key materials for Circular Economy across Industries9
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There are many similar processes in natural systems in bioenvironments that are much less energy-intensive. Some
examples of such processes include10:
a. Replacing evaporation and centrifugation for separation by
membrane filtration techniques that include microfiltration,
ultrafiltration, nanofiltration and reverse osmosis
b. The anaerobic waste treatment uses bacteria to convert
organic wastes into biogas to replace natural gas and fuel oil,
requiring considerable energy for extraction and recovery.
c. New modes of heat transfer include infra-red heat, high
frequency and microwave radiation, ohmic and induction
heating, as these have higher energy yields.
d. Cold process pasteurisation for removal of microorganisms
that replaces conventional high-temperature applications.

Fuelling the Energy Transition:
Renewables and Hydrogen for
Electrification

about 12 per cent of direct electricity in 2050. Hydrogen and
derived fuels like ammonia and biofuels play a crucial role
in decarbonising sectors that cannot be electrified – heavy
industries, aviation, shipping, and long-distance trucks. Using
renewables, green hydrogen from electrolysis can provide a
permanent solution for zero-carbon energy for these sectors.
However, scaling hydrogen use is not expected before 2030 and
can increase to a share of 5 per cent global energy demand in
2050.

Carbon Capture and Utilisation
(CCUS)
Carbon capture can cut down 14 per cent of GHG emission
reduction by 2050. CCUS systems combined with bioenergy are
considered critical for reducing emissions in sectors that cannot
be directly electrified. It is also imperative for operating the fossil
fuel power generation, which still accounts for 50 per cent in
2050 11. However, the high capital requirement is a deterrent to
the viability of CCS systems and the feasibility of storage in large
scale and utilisation avenues.

Increasing the share of electricity in satisfying power
requirements is the key to achieving net-zero emission.
Improvement in efficiencies of energy systems brought about
by electrification will cause demand to plateau despite the
growth of the world population and economy.

Present uses of captured carbon dioxide comprise storing
in underground geologic formations, use in enhancing oil
recovery, and manufacture of fuels and building materials. The
commercial operation of CCUS units has been successful in coal
gasification, production of ethanol and fertilisers, processing
of natural gas, hydrogen production in refineries and coal-fired
power plants 12.

Renewable sources of power, mainly solar PV and wind turbines
will continue to become cheaper but require storage systems at
scale for the unused power. Solar PV with storage will contribute

Innovative use of carbon can also consider converting it to
graphene; graphene has been touted as a wonder material with
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uses in anti-corrosive coatings, sensors, electronics, solar panels,
precise drug delivery in the body, DNA sequencing, among
many others. Carbon fibres have very high mechanical strength
and can replace many metal parts. Biochar is being tested in
cement mortar to increase its strength and reduce permeability.
Carbon is used to make supercapacitors that offer higher power,
better cycle life, and are more reliable than batteries with lower
energy density and higher self-discharge.

Concluding Remarks
The energy transition journey is now globally
recognised as the only feasible pathway to
offset risks of irreversible and catastrophic
climate changes and associated economic
disasters. The critical situation that our planet
earth is in at this moment concerning climate
change is now understood and accepted by
scientists and policymakers. Technological
improvements have enabled the cost of
renewable power to come to parity with fossil
fuel-based power and solutions for transport,
heavy industries, and heat requirements)
for buildings and process plants) are
available. Businesses and policymakers
have started realigning towards the goal
of energy transition. Investors have begun

1.
2.
3.
4.

realising the risks of funding non-sustainable
emission intensive projects and are using
environmental, social and governance tools
to evaluate project viability.
Synergies are developing between energy systems to integrate
technologies and processes to maximise the benefits. However,
new thinking has to permeate our preconceived notions
regarding project sustainability, such as the value of nature
and natural processes, discarding short-sighted political
priorities in favour of hard-earned long term gains, acceptance
of huge upfront costs to finance the change, increase in R&D
efforts to resolve complex challenges and technology gaps,
discard populist and vested interests, replacing unfit rules and
regulations and taking a firm resolve to stay on the difficult path
and not greenwash on environmental commitments are some
of the behavioural challenges that leaders and citizens must
accord to bring in the new world order.
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TCE Awarded a Significant
Greenfield Copper Smelter Project

T

ata Consulting Engineers Ltd (TCE) was awarded a
large value Engineering Review, Project Management,
Construction Supervision & Commissioning Services
contract from PT Amman Mineral Industry (PT AMIN) for the
Greenfield Copper Smelter Project on the island of Sumbawa
in the province of West Nusa Tenggara, about 1,500 kilometres
east of Jakarta. This project is a big downstream value-add
boost for the Batu Hijau open pit copper-gold mine operated
by sister company PT Amman Mineral Nusa Tenggara, the
second-largest copper-gold mine in Indonesia. AMIN smelter
and PMR project are included as one of the National Strategic
Projects (PSN) under the coordinating ministry of Economic
Affairs of Indonesia.
The project involves a state of the art Copper Smelter involving
double flash technology, electrorefining, by-product sulphuric
acid plant, including a Precious Metals Recovery Plant with an
associated Balance of Plant. TCE’s role is related to reviewing
the engineering artefacts created by the EPC contractor, Project
Management and Supervision and Commissioning assistance
for the project. The output from the Smelter is 222,000 TPA of
copper cathode (purity 99.99% Cu) & 830,000 TPA Sulfuric acid
(purity 98.5%). PMR is expected to produce high purity gold
bars (99.99%) of 18 TPA, silver (99.99%) of 55 TPA, selenium
and other precious metals (Platinum, Palladium). The project is

technically challenging and has very tight deadlines to enable
the customer to meet the strict governmental timelines.

TCE was awarded the Front-End
Engineering and Design (FEED) review,
Capex optimisation, bid preparation and
commercial estimation contract. TCE saved
over 500 Million USD in Capex costs through
engineering and commercial optimisation.
A specialised German Consulting company will support TCE and
a local Indonesian Construction company to enable it to meet
the technical and licensing requirement of the project.

The project’s scope involves Review
Engineering, Detailed Engineering, Expert
Technical Services, Assistance during
Construction and Commissioning, Project
Coordination, Cost Management, Scope
Management, Procurement Management,
Expediting, Quality Management, Contract
Administration, and Inspection Services.
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Can Green Hydrogen Play a Bigger
Role in Renewable
“We cannot electrify everything,” said Wind
Europe CEO Giles Dickson.
“Some industrial processes and heavy
transport will have to run on gas, and
renewable Hydrogen is the best gas. It is
completely clean and will be affordable with
renewables being so cheap now.”
The Future for Green hydrogen _Wood
Mackenzie1

A

s the world is coming to terms with the challenge of
climate change, more and more countries are declaring
their goals to contribute their part to limit the global
temperature rise to 1.5 deg.c, However, this deep decarbonisation
is possible only with the participation of all economic sectors. All
sectors cannot be easily electrified, as some industries cannot
easily migrate from fossil fuels to electricity. There has to be
a global transformation from fossil fuel-based generation to
renewable generation, improved energy efficiency, and end-use
electrification.
As per Global Renewable Outlook, Energy Transformation, 2050
Electrification, Increased power system flexibility, Conventional
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renewable generation, Green Hydrogen and fostering innovation
to address challenging sectors are the five pillars of future energy
technology4.
Green Hydrogen is one of the low-carbon fuels that could replace
fossil hydrocarbons. Green Hydrogen produced primarily by
Electrolysis process using power generated from renewable
sources has assumed centre stage as it has the potential to link
renewable generation and these hard to electrify sectors. This is
also driven by the rapid fall of Renewable energy prices.
Apart from acting as a direct fuel, Green Hydrogen has many
other applications. It is a precursor to many low carbon
fuels used in the industry and can be used as a feedstock for
chemical reactions to generate synthetic fuels. Ammonia is
another excellent use case of Green Hydrogen and could boost
renewable penetration to a large extent. This will enhance the
reach of renewable energy from being limited only to the Power
sector to enter multiple sectors through this carrier.
Additionally, Green Hydrogen plants can also support higher
renewable penetration in the grid by offering flexibility.
Four of the most energy-intensive industries, such as Iron
& Steel, Chemicals & Petrochemicals, Cement & Lime and
Aluminium and three key transport sectors, are the hardest to
decarbonise. Together, those seven sectors could account for

38% of energy and process emissions and 43% of final energy
use by 2050 unless significant policy changes are pursued now 3.
In the subsequent paras, let us see how Green Hydrogen can
decarbonise these sectors, enhancing renewable penetration.

Industrial Sectors
IRON & STEEL
In 2017, the sector accounted for 32 EJ of final energy use and
produced 8% of total global energy and process-related CO2
emissions. Almost three-quarters of the energy and feedstocks
used in global iron and steelmaking processes in 2017 were
coal, coke and other coal products (IEA, 2020a)3.
Producing iron using a direct reduction process using Green
Hydrogen as a reducing agent and using electric arc furnaces
for steel production can together account for a 50% reduction
in CO2 emissions3.
According to one of the recent reports of Bloomberg NEF
(BNEF), steel can be produced with could be made with almost
no carbon emissions through $278 billion of extra investment
by 205010. According to the report titled ‘Decarbonising Steel:
A Net-Zero Pathway’, by 2050, green Hydrogen could be the
cheapest production method for steel and capture 31 per cent
of the market10.

CHEMICALS & PETROCHEMICALS
The CO2 emissions of petrochemical products come from
different sources, including direct energy and process emissions
from production processes (around 1.7 Gt/yr); product use
phase emissions (0.2 Gt/yr); and emissions from decomposition/
incineration processes (around 0.24 Gt/yr). Additionally, another
1 Gt per year is stored in hydrocarbon products which could be
released depending on their end-of-life disposal3.
Using biomass for feedstocks and sourcing all heat and electricity
needs from renewables can help mitigate some of the CO2
emissions, though not to a large extent, as reducing the use of
petrochemicals and resorting to recycling can be more beneficial3.

CEMENT & LIME
Cement & lime sector produced 6.7% of total energy and processrelated CO2 emissions in 20173.
Reducing clinker use and switching to renewable fuels can help,
though none of this is related to Green hydrogen.

ALUMINIUM
It accounts for 1% CO2 emission. 90% of this is from electricity
generation and 10% from direct process emission. Switching to
renewable energy for all heat and electricity requirements will help
reduce CO2 emissions.

4%
14%

29%

32%

38%

36.9 GT

410 EJ
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33%
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DHC

Buildings/Others

Transport

Industry

TRANSPORT

Transport

Power

INDUSTRY

Buildings/Others
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INDUSTRY

2%

Shipping

9%

Iron & Steel

2%

Shipping

9%

Iron & Steel

3%

Aviation

7%
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3%

Aviation

7%
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6%

Road Freight
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6%

Road Freight
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12%

Others

Chemicals &
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1%
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12%

Others
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1%
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8%

Others
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Others

Fig. 1. Energy consumption and CO2 emissions of Energy-Intensive sectors3
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Green Hydrogen can replace Hydrogen produced from coal or
natural gas in the production of direct reduced iron. In contrast,
synthetic hydrocarbon feedstocks can be used to replace
primary petrochemicals, which could contribute to reducing
CO2 emissions in 2050 by 30% and 20%, respectively, according
to IRENA’s Deeper Decarbonisation Perspective4.

TRANSPORT SECTOR
The transport sector accounted for nearly a quarter of global
energy-related CO2 emissions in 2017, with total CO2 emissions
of 8.5 Gt. An estimated 97% of transport-related emissions come
from road, air and marine transport, while rail and other modes
of transport account for the remaining 3%3.
While EV is a viable option for the light vehicle segment,
switching to non-fossil fuel may be the only option for
decarbonising road freight, shipping and aviation segments.

ROAD FREIGHT
Road freight transport accounted for 27% of all transport-related
emissions or over 6% of global energy-related emissions in
20173.
Fuel cell electric vehicles powered by green Hydrogen are an
emerging option for this segment apart from biofuels.

AVIATION
Aviation accounts for 11% of all transport emissions, or 2.5% of
global energy-related emissions3.
The use of synthetic fuels produced from CO2 that are cleanly
sourced and green Hydrogen, the Use of fuels produced
from biomass sourced sustainably, and the use of propulsion
systems powered by renewable electricity charged batteries are
decarbonising options.

SHIPPING
International shipping is responsible for 90% of the world’s trade
(ICS, 2020), and the sector was responsible for 2.3% of annual
global CO2 emissions in 2017, or around 10% of global transport
sector emissions3.
The use of biofuels and green Hydrogen, or other synthetic fuels
can help mitigate to some extent.
The use of Hydrogen and synthetic fuels could reduce CO2
emissions in 2050 by 22%, 25% and 50%, in the road freight,
aviation and shipping sectors, respectively, according to IRENA’s
Deeper Decarbonisation Perspective4.

Way Forward
Today, around 120 megatonnes (Mt) (14 EJ) of Hydrogen is
produced per year, but almost all of this comes from fossil
fuels or electricity generated by fossil fuels, with a high carbon
footprint; less than 1% is “green” Hydrogen4. By 2050, there
will be 160 Mt (19 EJ) of green Hydrogen produced annually
in the Transforming Energy Scenario. Significant scale-up of
electrolysers is necessary to produce that amount, requiring
additions of between 50 GW and 60 GW per year of new
capacity from now until 20504.
Some of the challenges in adopting Green Hydrogen on a
large scale are high production cost, high cost associated with
its end use both in transportation and industry sectors, nonavailability of dedicated infrastructure, Energy losses in the
value chain and lack of value recognition2. For e.g. Hydrogen
produced from renewable sources would be about two to three
times more expensive than grey hydrogen2. Similarly, vehicles
using fuel cells are atleast 1.5 times to 2 times costlier than
their fossil fuel counterparts2. Synthetic aviation fuels are about
eight times more expensive than fossil jet fuels2. However, it is

Fig,2. Options for reaching zero in Industrial sectors 3
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possible to overcome the challenges with good governance
and supporting policies.
Global hydrogen initiatives have been gaining traction. The
EU plans to invest $430 billion in green Hydrogen by 2030,
while countries such as Chile, Japan, Australia and Saudi Arabia
make significant investments into the technology5. In February,
it was revealed that Portugal would start producing green
Hydrogen by the end of next year and already has €10 billion
of investment earmarked for eight separate projects5. Canada,
Netherlands, Norway, Germany, France, Chile and Spain have
published their Green hydrogen strategies6.
Corporates have pledged to invest heavily in green Hydrogen,
which will see a marked increase in renewable generation in the
coming years. India also plans to extend the production-linked
incentive (PLI) scheme for manufacturing electrolysers, which
are used for producing green Hydrogen7. National Hydrogen
Mission has been launched in India to make India self-reliant
and energy independent8. India is considering introducing
Green Hydrogen use obligation for specific industries similar to
Renewable Purchase Obligation9.

A move towards green Hydrogen could also help
to accelerate the penetration and integration of
renewables in multiple ways:
i. Act as a means of storing this energy in
the form of hydrogen fuel cells or through
Hydrogen driven gas turbines so that it
can be used to complement the renewable
energy source.

ii. Support in better grid management by
providing flexibility as electrolysers can be
ramped up or ramped down to compensate
for the fluctuations in the renewable energy,
iii. Can support in reducing renewable energy
curtailment, thereby stabilising market
price and support in investment recovery of
renewable generators
With the competitive advantage, India has
with its ability and potential to generate cheap
renewable power, producing cheap green
Hydrogen will transform its position from a fossil
fuel importer to a net green energy exporter.

Author:
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220kV Double Circuit Compact
Tower for Transmission Lines

D

ue to the development of Navi Mumbai International
Airport, the Airport Authority of India (AAI) restricted the
height of tall transmission line towers installed in the
vicinity of the Airport. Maharashtra State Electricity Transmission
Company Limited (MSETCL) received the notification from
AAI to restrict the height of the tall transmission line towers of
220kV Double Circuit Uran-Kharghar line to 52.8m from Mean
Sea Level (MSL).

transmission line, the aircrafts flying above the line and the
vessels sailing below the line.

•

Double Circuit with a triangular arrangement of phase
conductors

In contrast, the existing towers were more than 100m tall
from MSL. In addition to this, as the creeks were navigational,
Maharashtra Maritime Board (MMB) imposed a considerable
clearance of 27.3m from MSL to enable vessel movements at
those crossings.

•

Custom Cross Arm geometry with intermediate tie
member to achieve optimal load distribution and electrical
clearance

MSETCL found it unfeasible to modify the Overhead Line
complying with the electrical safety requirements mandated by
aviation and navigation authorities.
TCE took it as a challenging assignment and proved that
Overhead Line is feasible even with such restrictions. TCE
came up with an innovative design to maintain the clearance
requirements, thereby enhancing the electrical safety for the
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To achieve this, a fully customised tower was conceptualised
with the following configurations:

As per the present industry practice, conductors are
arranged vertically or horizontally in Double Circuit towers.
In this solution, the conductors are arranged in a triangular
configuration resulting in a massive reduction in the tower’s
height. There is only one vertical spacing encountered, unlike
the conventional design where there will be two vertical
spacings per Circuit. Moreover, the customised Cross Arm
geometry with intermediate tie members contributed to
further reduction in height and optimal distribution of leg
forces, making the design very compact. The tower’s height

thus obtained is 48.5m, which is 8 m less than the conventional
design. A sketch of TCE’s innovation is shown in Figure below.
Further, the electrical clearances of the line under dynamic
conditions were verified in 3D using PLS-CADD software to
assure the electrical safety of the line and other related assets
during operation and convinced all authorities that overhead
line is possible under these constraints.

The original option proposed by another
vendor was dropped. Based on this solution,
a tender floated to execute the 220kV line,
with a budgeted cost of INR 23.8 Crores, over
eight times less than the original budget.
By making the Overhead Line possible, this
innovative solution enabled an enormous
savings of INR 176 Crores for the customer.
Maha Transco applauded TCE’s Unique
solution by sending across a letter of
appreciation that stands as a testimony to the
unique engineering capabilities of TCE.

This innovation may also be used as a standard practice to
replace the existing design, as it requires 20% less material
when compared to the conventional tower designs. The 20%
savings in the material cost achieved by reducing tower height
will make TCE stand unique amongst its competitors in this
domain. Considering the budget of Transmission Lines in the
National Infrastructure Pipeline, this design would enable a cost
savings of at least Rupees 24,300/- crores to the nation in the
next five years, assuming the cost associated with towers is 40%
of Project Cost. This design also contributes to a considerable
reduction in carbon footprint to the environment due to a
decrease in steel quantity. Using this innovative design, the
reduction in carbon footprint only from the manufacture of
towers alone is estimated to be around 68.4 Lakh Tonnes over
the next five years.

Because of the uniqueness of the design,
TCE has filed a patent filing to protect the
intellectual property rights on the design.
TCE is poised to amass a large portion of the
market share and help grow a sustainable
country with the patent in hand.

Awards & Achievements
The following achievements recognise this
innovation:

Intermediate Tie Member
Main Tie Member
Ground Level

•

The National Winner of Quality Innovation
Award 2021 is organised by the Indian
Society for Quality (ISQ).

•

First Runner-up in National Electrical
Safety, Power Quality & Reliability
Circle Competition 2021 organised by
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII).

•

Finalist in Tata InnoVista 2021, a Tata
group level competition for innovation

Author:
D Devine Davidson - Senior Manager
Tata Consulting Engineers Limited (TCE)

Fig. 1: TCE’s Patent Pending Award-Winning Tower Design
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Application
of Satellite
Images
with Digital
Techniques
for Stability
& Monitoring
of Tailing
Dam

T

he plant with about 51m high tailings dam at Rajasthan
was constructed predominantly using the Downstream
construction method for the majority area and upstream
construction method at stretches due to space constraints.

TCE was assigned the Engineering
Consultancy to assess:
•

Adequacy of geotechnical instrumentation like
piezometers, settlement monuments, inclinometers in the
tailing dam area.

•

Trigger limit of geotechnical instrumentation like
piezometers, settlement monuments, inclinometers in the
tailing dam area.

•

Independent review of report and drawings for 9th phase
height-raising submitted by IIT Guwahati.

The assignment started in June 2020 during the Covid-19
pandemic with a tight completion date of 31st October. The
nature of the project traditionally requires at least one site
visit to access the dam site condition for the construction &
operational challenges.
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The site-specific observations and monitoring
of various readings from existing geotechnical
instrumentation are also evaluated during
the site visit. Due to the COVID imposed
lockdown, the site visit was not feasible.
The constraints prompted the design team
to think out of the box and come up with
solutions to deliver the project on time and to
the client’s satisfaction.
The engineering innovation was a unique
application of “Forensic Geotechnics” while
establishing the construction history of the
tailing dam with seepage issues of the old
tailing dam.

Data Collection
The site photographs with real-time location of points/
stretches were obtained through satellite google earth images

and sent to the HZL site team. The geophysical investigations
that include digital mapping of dam bodies were collected
to visualise the seepage pattern inside the dam body. The old
design reports & design drawings were collected in the absence
of detailed construction drawings & as-built drawings. The old
geological, hydrological, geotechnical test reports were also
collected from various agencies with the Client’s help.

the stability of the founding strata below the dam. The Cone
Penetration Test (CPT) on the tailing materials was also studied
to analyse tailing deposition material properties & strength. The
old design reports & design drawings were studied extensively
regarding actual construction in the absence of construction
drawings & as-built drawings.

The anomalies in the installation methodology of geotechnical
instrumentations & various site readings were eliminated
through direct discussion with the installation contractor &
equipment supplier. The history of construction and various
site issues related to the dam’s health were discussed regularly
through MS Team meetings and video calls with the client’s site
teams.

Figure-1: Typical Digital Mapping of Dam from Geophysical Investigation

Data Interpretations
The gaps were identified through the study of satellite google
images for the last 18 years to understand the seepage problem
of the dam. The geophysical reports containing a digital
mapping of the dam body were studied in line with satellite
images to establish the realistic seepage pattern inside the dam.
The geotechnical investigation and geological & hydrological
reports of the project area were also studied to understand

Figure-2: Typical Satellite Google Images of Dam (From the Year 2002 to 2020)
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Data Analysis
AutoCAD Civil 3D model was developed for the entire dam, and
cross-sections were analysed for critical locations. The crosssections were then verified with the site photographs of the
section area. This process also eliminated the anomalies and
mismatches in survey drawings.
Satellite google images for the last 18 years were studied to
understand the extension of the dam on both downstream
and upstream sides. The measurements of satellite images were
cross-checked with the developed drawings from contours.
Over time, the changes in dam alignment were correctly
visualised through the extensive study of satellite images.

Slope stability analysis of the tailing dam were carried out using
internationally acclaimed GEO-SLOPE software by importing
AutoCAD models. The software used the limit equilibrium
methods to analyse the stability of slopes for evaluating the
factor of safety (FOS) of the tailing dam under both static and
pseudo-static loading conditions.

Conclusion & Recommendation
From the data trend & various analyses,
seepage water inside the dam body was
identified and established appropriately. The
dam’s new geotechnical instrumentations
like piezometers, settlement monuments &
inclinometers were recommended based
on the analysis with detailed drawings. The
trigger limits of both existing and proposed
instrumentations were recommended
with various risk coding. Action plans were
recommended for short-term and long-term
monitoring based on risk coding. The design
review of 9th stage height-raising was also
done by considering the downstream method
of raising, emphasising space constraints
on various stretches. With the innovative
solution during the pandemic, the project was
completed within the stipulated timeline and
the client’s overall satisfaction.

Author:
Biman Dasgupta - Vice President
Tata Consulting Engineers Limited (TCE)
Figure-3: Typical Software Analysis of Dam for FOS of Critical Sections
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DIGITAL & TECHNOLOGY
CLUSTER

DIGITAL & TECHNOLOGY CLUSTER

Technology
Group Update

G

lobal competition is driving the need for Engineering
companies to reduce cycle time, increase cost
competitiveness, provide a safe operating culture by
innovating several work processes and implement modern
cutting-edge technologies. ‘Innovation in Engineering Design’ is
gaining momentum, and innovation practices are now seen as
a business enabler. The engineering design of the past facilities
did not occupy a large part of the innovation value proposition.
However, this trend is being reversed thanks to the competitive
market and the ever-increasing complexity of industrial
processes.

Technical Branding

The new initiatives of creating an innovation framework and
promoting value engineering practice in projects are aimed to
bring a difference in service to the customer. These initiatives
were integrated with the business plans of the Business
Units (BU’s). The technology group also took the leading role
in promoting innovation culture in the organisation. The
significant contributions from technology group in the journey
to Innovate include:

TCE collaborates with organisations such as TERI, IOCL and
renowned institutions like IIT-Bombay and IISc Bangalore to
research and develop new and emerging technology areas for
future commercialisation. To further enhance the connection
with current and prospective customers, videos on trending
technologies and critical project solutions were created and
uploaded on the company YouTube channel.

Knowledge Management
Enhanced Productivity Capture and
dissemination of knowledge

Technology Development
Tech. Strategies & New offerings
Productisation & Templatisation

The technology group and subject matter experts authored and
facilitated such branding work at the national and international
level, TCE’s insight on technology trends, showcasing unique
designs, and various services.
TCE is actively involved in developing design standards and is
associated with the BIS committee. Fifty-two subject matter
experts from TCE currently represent various BIS committees for
revising existing codes/developing new codes.

Academia Collaboration
Program Partnerships
CSR funded research programs

QA/QC
Error free
Deliverables

Business Enablement
Technically superior solutions
Value added services
Rhythm 3.1

Technical Branding
Improve Brand Value Publication
and Conferences

Promote Innovation Culture
Value adds and Innovation

TECHNOLOGY OFFERINGS
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WEBINARS

Technological advancements in City Gas
Distribution(CGD) sector are encouraged
through policies, subsidies, regulations,
innovations and design modifications to
the existing infrastructure. Automation
and digitalisation can help CGD networks
transform operational processes. Realtime monitoring and control of gas
distribution equipment help CGD
companies avoid challenging and
hazardous situations such as leakages,
enabling a safe environment for workers
and ensuring operational efficiency.
Shireesh Swami presented ‘Emerging
Requirements, New Advancements And
Future Roadmap’ at the conference on
the Digitalisation of CGD Networks.

Energy transition refers to the global
energy sector’s shift from fossil-based
energy production and consumption
systems -including oil, natural gas, and
coal- to renewable energy sources like
wind and solar.
The increasing penetration of renewable
energy into the energy supply mix,
the onset of electrification and
improvements in energy storage are key
drivers of the energy transition.
Consulting Engineers Association of India
organised a webinar on “Green Energy
Transition for a Sustainable Future”.
Atul Choudhari presented on the Green
Processes in this seminar.

Conference on Small Scale LNG in India’s
mission is to provide a platform for
analysing the emerging requirements
and new opportunities in the SSLNG
segment. The seminar featured
challenges, trends, successful projects
and best practices.
Atul Choudhari delivered an address
at the Conference on Small Scale LNG
Market in India.

The 1st International Conference on Hydrogen Energy - Policies, Infrastructure
Development and Challenges was organised by the Central Board of Irrigation
and Power (CBIP) with the Ministry of New & Renewable Energy, Central Electricity
Authority and NTPC.
Experts from MNRE; DST, CEA, SECI, IOCL, NTPC, BARC, TCE, Reliance Industries; Steel
Industry; leading Academic Institutions and State Power Organization participated in
the conference.
Atul Choudhari presented the Policies, Infrastructure development and challenges at
this conference.
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WHITE
WHITEPAPERS
PAPERS

The 39th Conference of
the ASEAN Federation of
Engineering Organisations
opened with the Bandar
Seri Begawan Declaration
on Engineering and Climate
Change by all heads of
the ASEAN engineering
organisations. The declaration
envisions to create a
deeply integrated and
highly cohesive ASEAN
economy that supports
economic growth; resilient
to climate, health and
environmental challenges;
while incorporating agenda
that promotes awareness on
disruptive technology and
circular economy.
Sanjoy Chowdhury presented
on Climate Change
Mitigation - Sustainability and
Technology perspective in
Civil Engineering.

Modular construction offers
flexibility to address issues related
to uncertain product demand, the
need for faster implementation of
projects, scalable and repeatable
solutions for phase-wise
execution at multiple locations,
and may provide better returns on
investments. Modular units can be
further standardised to optimise
the investment costs. Technology
know-how providers (Process
licensors) would be supplying
the engineering packages having
standard capacities. Rather than
installing custom capacities, an off
the shelf standard design capacity
in terms of repeatable modules
would further help in optimising
the project costs.
This paper covers the design
approach, benefits, limitations,
cost benefits, application areas,
stages and evolution of modular
techniques.

Various alternatives have been
explored to store medical oxygen.
One such alternative is domestic
liquified petroleum gas (LPG)
cylinder, particularly in rural India,
to minimise dependency on the
oxygen cylinders. This document
provides procedures to be
followed whenever LPG cylinders
are converted to store medical
oxygen in emergencies. It is to be
noted that this is the suggested
procedure based on the standard
practice followed in the industry
and recommendations provided
in “International standard- ISO
11621. This document thus
compiles the information
provided by ISRO in their report,
ISO standard and other sound
engineering practices in the
industry. The objective is to
devise the standard conversion
procedure.

https://www.tce.co.in/white-papers/
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TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
Power to Gas, Liquids, Chemicals: An Approach to Industrial
Decarbonisation
Dr S. Sakthivel, H2 Tech, Gulf Energy Publication
Most of the energy sectors are undergoing substantial changes in the energy
transition to promote better efficiency, reduce emissions and increase the use of
renewable energy, which can be achieved by using power to gas technology. The high
energy content of two gases, hydrogen and synthetic methane, is produced from the
power to gas process by water electrolysis and methanation process, respectively.
This article describes available technologies for producing clean fuels, chemical and
industrial feedstock from renewable sources, technology maturity level, opportunities
and challenges.

Approach to Green Ammonia: Zero Carbon - Fertiliser, Fuel and
Energy Store
Dr S. Sakthivel, H2 Tech, Gulf Energy Publication
Ammonia finds many applications in transportation and power generation as a zerocarbon fuel and fertiliser production as zero-carbon ammonia. Currently, the produced
ammonia is extensively used in (a) production of fertilisers, (b) air-conditioning and
refrigeration of large units of buildings and industries, (c) manufacturing of explosives,
(d) textiles and pharmaceutical industries (e) acid gas removal (AGR) process where it
acts as absorption agent.
Green ammonia refers to making ammonia using 100 % renewable and carbon-free
resources without using hydrocarbons.
This article addressed the challenges and mitigation of green hydrogen production
and transportation.

Risks and Resilience in Engineering Design of Process and
Power Plants
K Jaya Prakash & Latha D S, Viewpoint CEAI
Risk and Resilience strategies are necessary for all plants wherein predictable risk
assessment is a key element followed by comprehensive analysis, strategic corrective
actions to be adopted for system revival to enable optimum and continuous plant
functioning. This article emphasises risk assessment and resilient design to mitigate
minor or major disturbances during the life cycle of a plant, which can disrupt normal
plant operations.

Risk and Resilience in Structures - Concept Overview and Code
Approach Towards Seismic Resiliency Sanjoy Chowdhury, Viewpoint CEAI
Buildings, Infrastructures and all other structures in Civil Engineering are a significant part
of the larger environment and are susceptible to risk concerning various parameters.
This article gives an overview of “Risk” and “Resilience” in the Civil Engineering structures
and how they are built into the Standards and Codes for consideration during the design
stage in the context of seismic hazard.
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TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
Risk Mitigation of Structures through Resilient Design
Manos De, Viewpoint CEAI

Buildings and structures are significant assets with great commercial and social value.
Hazard incidents that undermine their usefulness impact the physical facility and
its further usefulness to society. The traditional risk-based design is a process where
structures are designed to be robust against probabilistic disaster intensities. Resilience
analysis improves upon this concept allowing the structure or system to respond to
undetermined hazard intensities and evaluate the capacity of the structure to recover
functionality after the event. Resilience in structures is their ability to resume the
designed functionality after the incident quickly.

Managing Electrical Safety at Construction Sites

Vijay V Barve, April – June 2021 of Chronicle of National Safety Council (NSC)
Handling electrical energy at construction sites has unique challenges. There are
certain commonly observed hazards at construction sites such as working near
existing overhead lines/underground cables, improper grounding, damaged tools etc.
The safety practices have evolved over time, leading to lessons learnt that should
be carefully studied and adhered to—the paper deals with measures to be taken for
achieving electrical safety at construction sites.

Smart Street Lighting

Vijay V Barve, Springer Magazine, Singapore
Smart street lighting provides a solution that is energy efficient, having high uptime
wherein fault location is instantaneous and remedial actions need bare minimum time,
providing a quick and easy user interface for system data, Visual graphical environment
to track failures, check system health etc. The paper deals with the different types of
smart street lighting control systems available and their benefits.

Enhance Energy Efficiency in Entire Steam Generation &
Distribution System
V Lakshmana Rao & Nandakishore Deshpande, Chemical industry digest

In process plants, though steam system plays a crucial role in ensuring continuous
production of the products, the efficient generation and utilisation of the steam is not
given adequate importance it deserves. A proactive strategy with a comprehensive
and sustainable approach covering system design, efficient operation, proper
monitoring, planned maintenance, regular inspection and investment would certainly
take the plant performance to a higher level.
This paper brings out various proven applications to enhance energy efficiency in the
complete steam generation and distribution system.
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TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
Floating Solar Photovoltaic Power Generation - An Emerging
Energy Solution
Dr Anupam Roy, Renewable Mirror, Dec 2020
Floating solar technology is an emerging solution in the renewable energy sector. It
uses floating structures on water bodies anchored by anchoring and mooring system
with solar PV modules mounted on floating structures. Undoubtedly, floating solar has
got certain advantages over ground-mounted solar installations. However, presently
this technology is facing some uncertainties due to several challenges. The article
gives an insight into the advantages and challenges faced by floating solar, including
the maturity level of the technology.

Retrofitting a Critical Steel Vessel in Process Plant

Manos Kumar De, Sunil Sahoo and Biswajit Maiti, Sixth Annual Technical Volume of
CVDB, IEI, Nov 2021
This case study concerns critical equipment in a process plant undergoing complete
renovation for operation restart after shutdown. The initial plan for new equipment
installation needed modification for budget and schedule constraints of long
procurement time. Careful examination of the condition of the steel plates was
carried out, specific retrofit schemes with fabrication and erection details were
worked out and successfully executed in place without any major dismantling or
heavy lift operation. This resulted in value addition to the project and highlighted
the importance of rehabilitation of existing assets which often have useful remaining
physical life even at the end of design service life.

Case Report on Condition Assessment and Rehabilitation of
Structures of a Raw Material Processing Plant

Suparna Ghosh, Suman Sen, Manos De, Sixth Annual Technical Volume of CVDB, IEI, Nov 2021
This paper is a case report on condition assessment, and rehabilitation of various
distresses in structures of a Raw Material Processing plant in totality, in continuous
production. The key considerations were immediate safety hazards, plant operational
requirements, cause identification from inspection and elaborate NDT, application of
appropriate technology, and cost-effectiveness. Most concrete and steel structures
were in states of mild to severe distress, causing operational and safety hazards.

Restoration of Raw Material Handling Process Structure Under
the Plant in Continuous Operation

Sekhar Banerjee, Bhaswati Jha, Manos Kumar De, Sixth Annual Technical Volume of
CVDB, IEI, Nov 2021
Coke & Ferrous stock houses in an Integrated steel plant are equipped with dynamic &
moving equipment, mounted on the floors at various levels and several bunkers at an
elevation of 30m from the ground. Through visual inspection and drone survey, several
damages were identified in the grid beams, equipment supporting beams, column
bracings, overhead bunkers due to ageing & other factors. The modification was a
great challenge as the availability of the stock house during all phases of construction
was required to prevent any shutdown of the running Iron making process.
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E-PRIDE
With an apt acronym PRIDE, this initiative allowed project teams to showcase and share the achievements in building value to our
customers and help create a sense of pride in being part of such a unique team. A snapshot of winning teams is enclosed.
The virtual e-PRIDE for FY 22 was launched in July 2021. The entire process was conducted through a user-friendly online digital
portal, from submission to shortlisting entries for the video round. Value Engineering Rolling trophy for the BU with maximum
participation, Attractive Cash Prizes for the Winning and Runner-up teams of each BU, certificates signed by the Managing Director
were awarded to all the participating members.
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Tata Innovista is a unique ‘One Tata’ platform
for recognising and celebrating Innovations
of the companies at the group level.
Participating in the group-wide initiative
encourages and motivates the teams
and promotes a culture of collaborative
Innovation, Learning and Sharing.

We are happy to inform you that our entries
“MLP-Bogie system for satellite launch
vehicle” and “220kV Double Circuit Compact
Towers” were shortlisted for the finals of
Innovista 2021, under the categories of
Implemented Innovations and Design
Honour.

ACADEMIA COLLABORATION
IIT Bombay
•

Small scale Incinerator for domestic
wastes
Increased urbanisation leads to
increased generation of domestic
solid wastes from housing
complexes, community centres,
commercial complexes etc., leading
to environmental pollution. This
project intends to improve waste
management technology to reduce
pollution hazards to society.

•

Low-cost housing from construction
waste using 3D printing technology
This project involves Replacing
construction waste to build lowcost houses with 3D printers, which
will contribute to sustainability by
reusing and converting waste to
resources and reducing wastage of
materials.

•

Peak load management with Gas
fired sCO2 bottoming cycles
The objective is to support the
State of the Art laboratory research
on supercritical carbon dioxidebased power cycle – peak load
management with Gas fired sCo2
bottoming cycles – Thermodynamic
cycle development

IISc Bangalore
•

Large Scale Grid Integration of
Renewables
The project aims to support the
State of the Art laboratory research
on protection and monitoring –
protection schemes for renewable
integration and contribute to
sustainability.
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Case Study

Asset Information Management
System for IOCL Refineries Division

I

ndianOil (IOCL) is a diversified, integrated energy major with a
presence in almost all the streams of oil, gas, petrochemicals
and alternative energy sources.

The company entrusted TCE with developing
and supplying a turnkey Electronic Asset
Information Management System (AIMS) for ten
sites of the IOCL Refineries Division.

•

Implementation & solution configuration

•

Data collection & segregation of data

•

Validation & data processing

•

Interlinking & dashboarding

•

The project came with a unique set of challenges:

•

Digitising old engineering drawings & documents

•

Handling high volume of unstructured & non-standard
documentation.

•

Project governance & collaboration between multiple
stakeholders at ten client sites.

•

Missing/ incomplete metadata from old refinery sites.

•

Obtain and process the “right” data to meet project
objectives and customer expectations.

•

Creating project awareness and interests amongst multiple
client teams.

The scope of the AIMS include:
•

Solution design and implementation

•

Data preparation, cleaning & uploading

•

Interface configuration & management

•

1 million documents in phase one and 6 million documents
in phase two

•

3D modelling, P&ID, layouts, manuals & documents

•

100K tags

•

Hardware & software supply
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AVEVA NET Asset Information Management Platform

Solutions:

Salient Features:

The team set out a pathway to address client problems by:

•

One touch data accessibility

1.

Implementing a technical document management system that
aligns with ISO 15926 architecture and quality standards.

•

Single point access to 98% of engineering data

2.

•

Information integrity throughout project and asset lifecycle

Creating metadata cover pages for all scanned documents using
in-house utilities.

•

60-80% reduction in man-hours searching for information

3.

Using certified tools for converting scanned documents to
searchable formats.

4.

Incorporating standardised documentation nomenclature for all
projects

5.

Developing automation tools for data segregation, validation, tag
extractions etc

Challenges:
The project came with a unique set of challenges:

Benefits:

1. Digitising old engineering drawings & documents

TCE delivered yet another first of its kind project in the country.
The client benefits include:

2. Handling high volume of unstructured & non-standard
documentation.

1.

Successful generation of management reports for seamless
reviews and enhanced regulatory compliance.

3. Project governance & collaboration between multiple stakeholders
at ten client sites.

2.

Single point access to 98% of engineering documents throughout
the project and asset lifecycle.

4. Missing/ incomplete metadata from old refinery sites.

3.

5. Obtain and process the “right” data to meet project objectives and
customer expectations.

Reduced ~60-80% time for searching and indexing documents
using process automation.

4.

Establishing a standardised mechanism for all future operations &
digital project handovers for projects worth over 25000 CR (INR)

6. Creating project awareness and interests amongst multiple client
teams.
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New Cybersecurity Outlook:
Resisting Cyber Risks in Remote Working
The Cybersecurity Outlook - Created
by COVID19

T

he COVID19 pandemic accelerated change – Work from
Home highlighted the significant underlying challenges
forcing companies worldwide to create a new cybersecurity
outlook.
1.

Switch to Work-From-Home (WFH).

2.

Increased Cybercrime.

For many people, working from home was
not just an option. Still, a necessity such as
the pandemic forced companies worldwide
to re-evaluate how and where they operated
to ensure business continuity. Unfortunately,
these changes made in haste and urgency have
kept many businesses unprepared, leading to
security flaws at home and office perimeters.
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At the same time - and perhaps in response to this change Cybercriminals introduced a series of COVID19-themed attacks
on people and organisations using a variety of traps on different
platforms, including emails, social media, malicious websites,
false software and apps.
Specifically, we see an increasing number of common attacks,
including identity theft, malware, hacking, and DDoS-ransom
attacks. Often, these attacks are directed at organisations and
individuals who have been vulnerable to the current situation.
Remote solutions and online services have become increasingly
important to keep organisations productive and are increasingly
targeted by hackers and DDOS-for -ransom attacks. Worse - we
are beginning to see the rise of attacks on critical health care,
financial and insurance industries.
2020-21 have shown in many ways that cyber security is not in
the static bubble, but it is changing and evolving in response to
global events. In the years that profoundly affected our lives, we
look at the most critical story and trends to determine what has
changed and what to expect from the new normal.

Key Cybersecurity Threats Created by
COVID19
The combination of WFH’s preparations and the increase in
cybercrime has created five critical Cyber Security Threat Vectors
for organisations fighting the current crisis.

THREAT VECTOR 1: WFH STAFF
Unlike the office, homeworking staff tends to have their
private and personal lives, making it challenging for employers
to balance security, productivity, and privacy. Every time an
employee connects to a business network from home, they
leave room for threat players to bank on potential access points
and intrude into the company system. Today, because of the
current epidemic, many devices are being used from home
- especially desktops, laptops, and smartphones - therefore,
allowing hackers to identify these high-risk points and intrude.

Confidential information can be compromised if sent via public
or home WIFI, and access credentials may also be stolen.
Even with a password-protected home Wi-Fi network, one will
not have the security and protection tools as robust as found in
an office network. There is also no guarantee that the password
that protects the home network is not used elsewhere or meets
the standards of good governance established within the
company.

THREAT VECTOR 3: NEW BOUNDARIES
Most organisations have implemented cyber security measures
to protect office networks. They are not ready to manage most
of their employees accessing corporate resources through
VPNs and other remote means. It is also challenging to operate,
monitor and protect employees and their remote channels with
new non-static virtual boundaries.

THREAT VECTOR 4: REMOTE SUPPORT AND INCIDENT
RESPONSE

As the Internet is the main gateway for homebased workers, incoming attacks on devices
In an incident, organisations are not prepared to support and
and routers have dramatically increased.
respond. Most organisations are only ready to support and
respond to an on-premises incident or threat. But most of the
Cybercriminals have increased their attacks
events at this critical time will occur in the WFH areas, while
on user accounts used by remote access
organisational teams and IT professionals are operating in their
services. Spam emails claiming to be from the remote locations away from the physical office.
World Health Organization (WHO) providing
THREAT VECTOR 5: VULNERABILITIES IN SAAS AND
free health care kits or ‘Deadly Corona Virus
PHISHING
Map’ are good examples of tactics used by
cybercriminals for trapping organisations and While remote working has become the new normal, SaaS
systems have become critical business continuity resources
people around the world.
that allow remote collaboration and productivity. But many
THREAT VECTOR 2: UNSAFE HOME NETWORKS
Most modern organisations have various network and security
monitoring devices/services available. These include firewalls,
network analytics, email spam filters, etc., designed to capture
and remediate malicious code before they reach or attack
employees computers. Organisations also have dedicated IT
and security teams working in offices to take care of the above.
Home networks are not as secure as business networks. Many
of these protections do not apply when an employee works
remotely using a home network. However, many organisations
now have many WFH staffs who access sensitive assets, data
and processes through home networks creating countless
connections that criminals can use to intrude into the business
perimeter.
While most Wi-Fi attacks are a chance crime and endanger
personal data rather than business, they can still put the
organisation at risk. The most common are network spoofing,
man-in-the-middle, and packet sniffing of unencrypted traffic.

organisations quick to implement these applications miss the
security considerations, including controls such as 2FA, in-app
permissions, etc.

Email remains the most widely distributed
threat vector, with more than 90% of cyberattacks as Phishing emails. Cybercriminals
use a fake phishing email to steal sensitive
information and trick victims into
downloading malicious attachments or URLs,
obtaining credentials through incorrect login
pages, or fraudulently impersonating them.
In addition, phishing has evolved into cloud-based attacks
as companies continue to focus on and adopt SaaS Emails
(e.g., Office 365, Google Suites) and other productivity apps.
Cloud applications present the next door for phishing since
employees need to authenticate to access their accounts, and the
authentication is driven through industry-standard protocols.
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For example, cybercriminals targeted O365 with highly
sophisticated phishing attacks — including baseStriker,
ZeroFont and PhishPoint — to bypass Microsoft security
controls. Many secure email gateways also were unable to stop
these phishing emails.

•

Connectivity
It should be ensured that communications on corporate
networks take place over private networks (VPNs) with
two-factor authentication to prevent data leakage between
endpoints of employees and company servers.

These five threats present only the tip of the iceberg - They
need to be addressed now to protect the present and prepare
for a secure future.

•

Business Infrastructure and Architecture
Networks, firewalls, web security, collaboration tools and
servers should be configured to only accept secure remote
communications over the network. Many companies’
remote connectivity capacity may not be enough to meet
the increased burden of thousands of connected staff.
Therefore, it may be necessary to upgrade the present infra
or host it rapidly to the cloud to meet the demand.

•

WFH Employee Monitoring Tools
It is uncertain whether WFH staff will quickly adopt new
security measures under these trying conditions and new
perimeters. Instead, organisations must acknowledge
that their WFH staff are operating in a compromised
state, assume they will create security incidents, and thus
continuously monitor user behaviour and productivity to
spot errors in real-time.

A Practical Approach to Address
COVID19 Cyber Threat Vectors
INTERVENTION 1: ASSESS AND EXPLORE CORE
REMOTE WORKING IT INFRASTRUCTURE

At work, most employees use desktop
computers connected to corporate servers
via Ethernet or business Wi-Fi that relies
on physical security to keep data and
information secure in an office. To work
remotely, people will need to use companyINTERVENTION 2: PROTECT DEVICES AND
issued laptops or even their devices connected APPLICATIONS FOR REMOTE WORKFORCE
to the company’s servers via the Internet.
IT infrastructure alone will not ensure that the company’s
Companies need to assess and explore three
areas of infrastructure as stated below.
•

Endpoints
Make sure this includes approved devices, programs and
cyber security tools. Compile a complete list of authorised
devices to connect to company systems, paying particular
attention to the device’s Ethernet MAC addresses or other
unique identifiers. These should be mapped to individual
users.
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system, software, and security are well-planned and efficient.
While configuring the required technology for remote
operation on our infrastructure, the following steps must be
taken to ensure safe and secure cyber security operation:
•

Firewall and Device Encryption
All devices should have the latest security patches and
Next-Gen endpoint protection and security (NGen
EPS) software without exception. EPS provides firewall,
application and device control, antispyware, and antivirus
protection and keeps computers from becoming infected.

Computer hard drives, external hard drives, and USB
Storage devices should be encrypted to protect them from
data theft or unwanted physical access. Strict guidelines
should be in place to restrict USB Mass Storage access
across the organisation. Remote Wipe and Data Leak
Prevention (DLP) should be enabled on devices to ensure
data erase in the event of loss or theft and to prevent data
exfiltration.

of working. An organisation’s business continuity plan should
include cybersecurity provisions in several categories:
•

IT Security Team Remote Access
It should be ensured that IT security operations and
incident response teams can access and interact remotely if
they are unable to physically access systems or be close to
their colleagues during an incident.

Employees should regularly back up data on all laptops
and desktops to Enterprise Document Management
Systems to quickly recover from incidents and protect
critical business data and processes.

•

Trained IT Security Backup Team
Considerations and planning should be done to operate
efficiently even if some cybersecurity or IT personnel
is COVID19 positive and unable to work. Service level
agreements with remote cybersecurity and IT Service
providers should be planned and effective. This can be
utilised during a severe crisis without affecting the business
continuity.
Emergency Supportive Communication Plans
It is suggested to have backup communication and
interaction plans ready so that the remote cybersecurity
team and other key staff can easily reach an emergency.
One should not rely on a single communication method,
such as Email, which can be compromised.

•

Secured Company Resource Access
Organisation security Team should monitor applicable remote
access, VPN, Network logs for abnormal behaviour, etc.

•

Robust cyber-incident response
IT Service and Security teams should review all processes
and procedures to ensure that cyber-response and
escalation chains work effortlessly with remote staff and
security personnel. It is also advisable to test the restoration
of critical backups required for cyber incident response.

•

•

Genuine, authorised Remote-collaboration Tools
The IT Infrastructure and compliance team must ensure
that the remote workforce has licensed, secure, enterpriselevel collaboration and teleconferencing facilities. These
organisation approved tools will guarantee secure
productivity and prevent staff from searching and using
third party vulnerable tools for getting the work done. Such
third party, unauthorised tools should be prohibited.

INTERVENTION 4: IT CODE OF CONDUCT FOR SECURE
REMOTE WORKING

Remember, “Compromise of just one endpoint
could create a breach for the entire company”.
Thus, strict compliance with the above should
be a mandate.
INTERVENTION 3: INCLUDING CYBER SECURITY IN
BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLAN
While the staff is working remotely, it is crucial to consider
the IT security of new employees and, potentially, new ways

The speed of switching to remote
working poses several security risks for an
organisation. IT helpdesk Team act as the
first line of defence, some ways to prepare for
change and reduce risk include:
•

IT Support Upgrade
With the rapid surge in remote working and queries arising
from different employee segments, IT Support teams are
stressed and need to be upgraded with additional tech
support personnel to meet the surge.

•

Explicit Guidelines for Remote Working
Clear guidelines should be provided to all explaining
safe and secure procedures for remote working. Remote
Working Policy should be drafted and distributed
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explaining acceptable ways to connect to an internal office
network. Considering data access only for those who need
it and aligning it with “normal” working hours will help
the cyber security team detect unsolicited triggers to the
internal network and data. Business closure at the end of
the day should be described when sensitive data and apps
can no longer be accessed - it’s like staff leaving the office
and going home. This will also ensure work-life balance.
•

Train Employees on Collaboration, File Sharing and IT
Security Best Practices
MS Teams, WebEx, Skype for Business etc., are well-known
platforms for closed meetings. Still, employees must
be trained to utilise the authorised tools. Employees
should be explained the importance of data security and
only use organisation approved means of file sharing.
Communication regarding IT security Best Practices should
be incorporated in various meetings at all levels since it is
a collective responsibility of all employees to ensure the
organisation’s safety, security, and business continuity.

INTERVENTION 5: CYBER SECURITY IN ORGANISATION
CRISIS MANAGEMENT

Crisis management teams play a crucial role
in serving organisations through difficult
times. It is essential to prepare and harmonise
the cyber security remote crisis management
team by taking the following steps:
•

Review Cyber Crisis Management Plans for Addressing
COVID19 Security Implications
Ensuring secured and approved communication lines
for crisis teams with secondary alternatives are available.
Frequent reviews of current incident management plans
should be made to ensure they meet cybersecurity and
privacy regulations in the countries or regions where the
organisation operates.
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•

24/7 Availability of Mission Critical Team
The mission-critical team should be identified and available
for emergencies along with backup personnel 24/7, 365
days. Succession plan by role should be defined and kept
ready.

Author:
Nitin Tiwary - Assistant General Manager
Tata Consulting Engineers Limited (TCE)
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HUMAN RESOURCE

STAR Program:

An Ingenious Approach
to Career Growth

T

ata Consulting Engineers (TCE) believes in
providing all its employee’s opportunities
that enable them to constantly grow and
reach their full potential. In line with this objective,
in December 2021, the company launched the
Strategic Talent Advancement & Readiness (STAR)
Program, providing avenues for high-potential
employees to gain the experience and skills needed
to advance their careers at a much faster pace.
STAR is a one-of-a-kind flagship program intended
to identify and groom TCE’s young talent to join the
leadership pipeline in the organisation. This annual
fast-track career acceleration program identifies
high performing and high potential talent from
first-line employees in the E1 to E3 grade through
a rigorous selection process. The qualifying STAR
talent goes through a 10-month intensive training
and development program under the direct
supervision and mentorship of senior leaders
within the organisation.
To be eligible for the STAR Program, employees
must demonstrate a reliable track record of
excellent performance. While the programme
is open for all employees in the relevant grade,
the entry criteria are stringent, incorporating
a combination of high performance and high
potential metrics to ensure that the highest
standards are maintained. After the initial
screening of applicants, the program follows a
stage-gate assessment process across various
rounds.
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Strategic Talent
Advancement & Readiness
Program

The first chapter of the program was kicked
off in December 2021 with a roadshow for all
the employees in the relevant grade across the
organisation, initiating them on the program
objectives, process and timelines. The launch
received an enthusiastic response from the
applicants, with a deluge of applications pouring
in. The eligible applicants were provided with
a detailed orientation on the process stages
and a walkthrough of the assessment tools to
be administered as part of the program by our
external assessment partner, Jombay.
As a part of the first stage of the selection
process, applicants took an Aptitude & Cognitive
Assessment, which tested cognitive ability and
logical, numerical, and verbal reasoning skills. Next,
the respective Business Unit/ Function Leadership
team provided inputs on their leadership potential
and performance.
Applicants who qualified for the second stage
were taken through a rigorous Virtual Assessment
Center. They were tasked with completing a
range of leadership assessments, including a
Psychometric Assessment, Situational Judgement
Tests, an In-basket Simulation Test, and a Business
Case Study. These tests were designed based
on our architecture of leadership competencies

to measure key behaviours and traits that are crucial for an
employee in a leadership or managerial role. During the
assessment centre, external professional assessors from
the Jombay team evaluated the candidates based on their
performance during the exercises.
In the third and final stage of the selection process, known as
the Talent Council Interview, each qualifying candidate was
interviewed by a leadership Talent Council comprising the
Managing Director, Chief Human Resources Officer and Cluster
Heads. This panel of distinguished TCE leaders assessed the
applicants on several aspects such as their leadership skills,
situational and business judgement, communication skills and
technical knowledge, among others.
In January 2022, after evaluation and calibration of results by
the Talent Council, six successful candidates were selected
as potential STAR Talent. These 6 STAR finalists will be trained,
mentored, and groomed for their future leadership roles during
the coming ten months. The leadership development pathway
has been carefully crafted and customised for each of the
finalists such that it is tailored specifically to their individual
development needs. The program will provide the potential
STARs with ample opportunities to explore new learning
avenues in TCE by way of challenging assignments through
adequate job rotation, leadership mentoring, competency &
skills-based training, etc.

Rotational Assignment is a critical component of their training
program for acquiring cross-functional knowledge on various
tasks. The finalists will also experience working on various
special projects across TCE. Additionally, they will get exclusive
access to many learning opportunities through Management
Development Programs, skill-based certifications and executive

MBA/MTech programs with premier B-Schools and Technology
institutions.
Each potential STAR will also be assigned a mentor from the
senior leadership team to guide and coach them throughout
their development journey. The mentors have been identified
keeping in mind the candidate’s future career trajectory, such
that they can get the best guidance from the stalwarts in the
respective fields.
As the development path for the six finalists unfolds over the
coming months, those who successfully showcase the grit to
complete the development assignments will emerge as the
STAR talent of the first edition of this program. At the end of
the program, the successful STAR talent will not just get an
accelerated leap across the leadership hierarchy but will also be
bestowed with a higher leadership role and key responsibilities
of the business.

A key differentiator of the program is
that in addition to the six rising STARs,
the development pathway has also been
extended to other program participants. To
hone and nurture the high potential talent
and to continue to build a robust pipeline of
future leaders, each participant undergoing
the virtual assessment centre was provided
with their development report and taken
through a special de-brief session by the
Jombay team to help them identify their
strengths and review the opportunities for
improvement. Further, they have also been
earmarked for specially curated leadership
programs over the next few months. As each
employee can apply to the program twice in
their tenure in TCE, the feedback from their
first attempt would prepare them to hone
their performance and apply with greater
confidence in the next edition of the program.
The STAR Program actively demonstrates TCE’s importance
on Talent, Merit, and Performance. We take pride in being
an organisation with a firm belief in nurturing the leaders
of tomorrow by building a solid pipeline from within. Our
employees are our most valued assets; hence we always ensure
abundant opportunities to enhance their knowledge and
skills. At TCE, talented and hard-working employees will always
discover unlimited opportunities to maximise their potential,
and the STAR program is a testament to that.
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Work Life Balance at TCE

ToK7:
Tour of Karnataka
7th Edition

I screamed, “I have done it”, and
Bala was clapping, “Yes sir, you
have done it”!

I completed
473 km in 4 days.
I cried. The feeling was ecstatic,
and the body had not belied
me. Or was it that the mind was
stronger?

I

t all started with a WhatsApp message sometime in
August 2021 from a friend that said, “use this link to book
for the ToK7 – the seventh edition of Tour of Karnataka”! I
immediately checked the link. It was a four-day tour starting
from Chikmagalur on November 24th, ending in Madikeri on
November 27th, plus one day before and after to travel to
Chikmagalur from Bangalore and travel back from Madikeri to
Bangalore.
A Six-day trip with four working days was a lot of time off work!!.
Something inside me said, “you have to do it… if not now,
then when?” I called my cycle Guru Skandan (who initiated me
to biking), and he said, “Hey, come on… you can do it”! And,
just for the thrill of doing it, I went ahead and booked my slot
instantaneously. Of course, six of my fellow cyclists with whom I
ride every Sunday were also joining me!!
Prior to this trip, in 2019 November, a few months before
Covid19, I completed “Tour of Goa”, a three-day cycling tour of
about 240 km from North Goa to South Goa and back. My day
best was 145 km, once each in 2019 and 2020 from Bangalore
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to Hirisave on the Hassan Road – that entire route was a flat
terrain that made the ride easy and uneventful.
This Tour of Karnataka was a different ball game altogether – a
473 km ride over four days and a cumulative climb of 5801
m with a maximum gradient of 17%. We were to start on the
western ghats, go down to the coastline, and then climb back.
In any case, there was always a rescue vehicle that would sweep
any rider if they did not finish the ride before the cut-off time!
It was scary, and I was unsure if I had it in me to do this. But my
friends with experiences of much longer rides, such as the Tour
of Nilgiris (800 km over 8 days), encouraged me to go for it!
On the previous weekend, we dropped our bicycles at
Cadence90 (the team that organises this event every year) in
Jayanagar. We were seven riders from our gang and we were
given a separate winger. At 9 am on Tuesday, November 23rd,
we started our journey from Konanakunte Metro Station. A
couple of hours on the way, when we stopped for a drink, we
saw two buses go past us – “Oh, they should be the ones!!”
exclaimed Diwakar. Soon we joined the rest of the team for

lunch at Bellur cross. Everyone was wishing the other, busy
talking, taking pictures, having lunch, laughing aloud, joking,
teasing each other over happenings in previous editions – half
the restaurant was filled with riders, organisers and the support
team, everyone excited about what lay ahead! I could feel the
abundance of energy in the gathering.
By early evening, we reached Chikmagalur and checked into
our Hotel Aadrika. There were cycles all around the hotel
corridor. We came down to see if our bicycles transported from
Bangalore were in good shape, checking tire pressures, tying
the saddlebag, fixing the front and the rear lights, taking a small
ride around the hotel to check everything was fine etc. Balaji,
the bicycle techie, helped me with this! Everyone assembled in
the Banquet Hall at 6 pm for the Kick-Off Meeting. That is when I
realised how big this was!
Chetan Ram from Cadence90 (the man behind this madness)
welcomed us and explained the modalities. While presenting
the route map for all four days, Chetan said, “You should not
miss seeing the beautiful western ghats as you go down to the
coastline and climb back up the Coorg ghats; I guarantee this
will be most scenic (Karnataka is One State, Many Worlds). This
day will be tough, so be on time, else we will not wait for you”.
Cue cards were provided for each day, guiding us on the entire
route, breakfast and lunch points, and the destination hotel.
Each day started with coffee and biscuits served from 5 am to
5.45 am, and the daily flag off was at 6.30 am.
I realised this was a very meticulously planned event with an
eye for finer details. We were informed that we should be on
time for the flag-off. There were ToK markings on the road for
every turn. The key contact names and numbers were provided
if we had any breakdowns or other issues.
After Chetan’s detailed briefing, the ToK7 T-Shirt was unfurled
by Cadence90 and the sponsors! We were then introduced to
the support team - fellow cyclists who also volunteered to help,
provide coffee, food and cold drinks along the way, be our cycle
mechanics and be part of the rescue team. There were vehicle
drivers (to get our luggage to the next station and to carry the
support teams), photographers, a drone videography team and
a physiotherapist! Bikey Venky, a fellow rider, was the official
blogger for the event.
We were 63 riders in all, including five women, two couples and
one father-son duo. Additionally, 20+ support team members to
take care of the riders!!

The next morning, I woke up at 4.30 am excited about achieving
my new milestone and assembled for coffee at 5 am! I had
black coffee, went back, took a bath, packed and came down
at 6.15 am to hand over the luggage - all set for the ride of
the day! It looked like a sea of bicycles with ToK T-Shirts in the
hotel compound! The photographers were clicking pictures
of everything that was happening around us. The Physio was
helping the riders warm up; some riders pumped air to their
cycle tubes, some laughed aloud with excitement. Amidst this,
Chetan asked everyone to assemble quickly, and the event’s
main sponsor started the count down for the flag off!!

Day 1: Chikmagalur to Shimoga
A riding distance of 108.2 km, with a climb of 914 m, downhill
1358 m cumulatively. The ride started at 6.30 am along the
beautiful coffee estates and fresh morning air. Breakfast was
arranged at 24 km in the Honey Dewwz hotel, where Vinod and
Rabin took profile pictures of the riders! We rode via Lingadahalli
and Tarikere to reach our lunch point, a school at 68 km. As the
ride was relatively easier, I reached the lunch point by 10.30 am!
To beat the traffic, the route detoured Lakkavalli Dam. As we
were riding along the forest, Bala (the bicycle engineer) was
waiting with the buttermilk, red bull, maaza etc., by the roadside
in his jeep-shop! Day 1 was conquered with ease, and the team
was clapping as I entered Royal Orchid Shimoga by 12.30 pm.

Day 2: Shimoga to Udupi
It was Day 2 that was the longest of all. The routine started with
coffee at 5 am, baggage drop-off at 6.15 am, and assembling for
the flag-off at 6.30 am – except that I now knew more people,
having acquainted with new faces over dinner the previous
night. I thought I would be tested with this ride from Shimoga
to Udupi – 148.7 km with a cumulative climb of 1504 m and
going down by 2066 m to the coastline! As we exited Shimoga
to the countryside, the beauty of the forests on either side was
mesmerising. The route to Muduba, our breakfast point, was
lined with forest on one side and the gorgeous river Tunga (oh!
Is Tunga that wide?) on the other! I have travelled this route by
car before, but riding a bicycle was an exhilarating experience
as we rode with nature in the wee hours of the morning with
fellow riders in front or far behind in the silence of the forest
and the sounds of morning birds. It was like I became one with
nature, yet how insignificant, how small.

The countdown is yet to begin!
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As I was about to leave Muduba towards Theerthahalli, I went
to Vinod and Rabin, who were together and asked them for a
favour! “Tell us, sir, what do you need from us!” they asked. I said,
“Just about 9km from here, on the way to Thirthahalli, is Malur. It
happens to be the village where my ancestors lived. I need you to
take my picture there.” All excited, they exclaimed, “Oh wow! It
would be our pleasure, and we will be there for you!”.
Rightly so, as I saw the signpost of MALUR at the end of a
bridge, the photographer duo was waiting for me! They
made me feel like a hero over the next 10-15 minutes, taking
pictures of me and recording me on the video as I spoke about
my father – “My father was working in K R Mills, in Mysore. In
1947, after independence, Gandhiji asked people to go back
to villages. He left his job, took his newly wedded wife to Malur
and assumed back the ancestral post of Shanubogue (Village
Accountant). My grandfather had asked someone to take care
of this post before moving to Shimoga and then to Mysore. My
father was in charge of Malur and Mahishi circles (a total of 10
villages). His salary those days was Rs 381/- per annum! After
five years of struggle in the village, my parents decided to return
to Mysore in 1952 and lived there till my father got a proper job
at ITI Bangalore in 1958.” Vinod jumped at this “Sir, my father
was also in ITI”, and it so happened that our fathers (who have
passed away now) knew each other as they were of the same
age. One oversaw stores, and the other was in accounts! It’s
indeed a small world, I thought.

As we had to cover almost 150 km on Day 2, we were to have
a late lunch at 108 km. As I was beginning to feel hungry, at 76
km, Bala and his jeep-shop were back in action with chapati
rolls and cool drinks. Rejuvenated, I was ready to cover the
next 32 km for the lunch point, going down the western ghats
through 14 hairpin bends at Agumbe – the Chirapunji of the
South! As I manoeuvred each hairpin bend, I remembered
one of my young friends, Smayapita, telling me, “while going
downhill, you hold the handle at the lowest level and ride with
the back bent down almost horizontally,” this advice helped as
I was moving very slowly with the hands holding the breaks as
and when required. These 14 hairpin bends at Agumbe take you
straight from the ghats to the coastline in no time. One would
think that going downhill is the easiest thing to do – in actuality,
the ride here was the slowest. I finally reached Hotel Seethanadi
– our lunch point at 108 km, around 1 pm. After lunch, I covered
the balance 40 km to Udupi via Hebri, Perdoor, Hiriyadka and
Manipal, the university town, completing Day 2 at 3.30 pm.

By the picturesque Tunga Riverside
In the evening, as I was busy with calls and emails in the hotel
room, we were suddenly asked to assemble at 6 pm. Everyone
thought it must be for a group photo session! And then the
suspense unfolded. “Huli Vesha” is a traditional coastal Karnataka
dance-form in which people wear a Tiger mask with tiger stripes
painted all over the body and dance to the tunes of drumbeats.
They perform this dance at all festivals (Dussera, Krishna
Janmashtami, Ganesh Chaturthi etc.). The performers danced in
the electric atmosphere created, and in no time, we all joined in
too – the energy levels were just euphoric!
The leader of the gang gave a small talk at the end. He made
us realise how difficult it is to perform this – the performers
spend almost 15 to 18 hours getting painted, and till it dries off
Huli Vesha, the tiger dance at Udupi

Dr Malur @ Malur
Vinod then asked me to walk along the road with Rabin and
clicked a few more pictures. The photographers made my day
special. Thanking them profusely, I continued my ride as they
got onto their car to catch up with other riders.
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completely, they cannot do anything – they cannot eat properly
or even sleep, and the next day they must perform. And when
they perform – it is as if they are out of this world! I wondered
where do they get this energy from? I thought, which one is
tougher – my ride or this performance? I realised nothing is
tough so long as you add passion to the purpose. Finally, an
eventful day ended, leaving me happy for completing my
longest ride.

Day 3: Udupi to
Puttur
A riding distance of 114.2 km, with a
climb of 1264 m, going downhill by
1196 m which meant the two towns
are almost at the same elevation,
and we were entirely riding along or
near the coast. Chetan announced
during flag-off, “Today, the breakfast
is at 11 km, so don’t eat too many
bananas early in the morning”!
As we left Hotel Karthik Estate at
Udupi, we turned towards Malpe
fishing harbour and Wow! what
a fantastic sight of hundreds of
fish trawlers moored next to one
another. We were asked to stop at
the bridge till everyone came along.
As we stood on the bridge, we could
see the sun rising! Once we got the
go-ahead to ride over the bridge, we saw the drone camera
above! We realised the videographer wanted to capture the
shot of riders riding on the bridge on the river Udyavara.
Once we crossed the bridge, we were on the strip of land flanked
by Udyavara on one side and the mighty Arabian Sea on the
other! To ride on this strip of land with fisherman’s houses flanked
by the river and the sea on either side was an unbelievable
experience. We stopped at the 11 km breakfast point, and “Kotte
Kadubu” was ready – a South Canara Idli made on pockets of
jack-fruit leaves. We sat on the riverside to eat the Idli and then
went on the beach for the photo session. Having breakfast by
the peaceful riverside, I pondered what would happen to these
fishermans’ houses if the sea levels rose. There were breakwaters
all along on the seaside, but these folks led a risky life even then. It
is our responsibility to mitigate the risks due to climate change.
Sunrise on the bridge

Further, it was an uneventful and sultry ride from Udyavara
to Katapady to Belmannu to Moorukaveri and further to
Kateel, the temple town – I had the company of Dr Sathya,
my cycling bro on this stretch! We paid obeisance to Goddess
Durgaparameshwari in front of the temple at Kateel and
rode on further to reach our lunch point at 60 km near Bajpe
(Mangalore Airport area). Chetan’s wife Renu (nicknamed
Maata Annapurneshwari, the goddess of food, as she was at
the forefront of taking care of our breakfast, lunch and dinner)
was ready with Vangibath, Curd
Rice and Obbattu! The 23 km route
from Bajpe to Kalpane Junction
between 73 to 83 km was the most
challenging section with a 17%
climb! The deadly combination of
hot sun, sultry weather, and the
climb made it more difficult! Cheeky
Chetan had a “Loving it?” written on
the road as we were to complete the
climb! After completing this stretch, I
was about to give up when I saw the
rescuer Bala and his Jeep Shop with
the buttermilk and fruits! These guys
really know when we need them!!
The next 30 km ride was uneventful
except for the 14 km stretch on
the Bangalore Mangalore Highway
between BC Road and Mane –
where we had to exercise utmost
caution due to heavy traffic. I finally
reached Hotel Aashmi Comforts at
Puttur by 3 pm.
At dinner that night, Dr Shankar and Dr Ramesh – two of my
more experienced biking buddies mentioned they pushed the
cycle on that “Loved it?” climb! I couldn’t believe I cycled the
entire climb! I began thinking about my apprehensions of Day
2, the surprise climb of Day 3, and my best buddies walking on
the climb I rode. I became confident and apprehensive at the
same time.
The final day was a continuous climb of 2000+ m (not a rolling
terrain – in which you climb, and you go down frequently – this
is easier as you rejuvenate going downhill)! The route was from
coastal level up the western ghats to Madikeri, the hill station
in Coorg district, known to produce Army men and Hockey
players! I am game to complete ToK the next day.

Photo Session on the beach after the breakfast

Riding on the road: between the river & the sea
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Day 4: Puttur to Madikeri
Our Final day 4 began as usual with a flag off at 6.30 am. Today,
a 102.8 km ride with a climb of 2083 m and downhill of 1197
m awaited us. The breakfast point was 24 km, and lunch at 61
km at Koyanadu Ganapathi temple, where we all rested and
rejuvenated ourselves. The following 41 km was a ride of the
lifetime. It was a continuous climb over 30 km, but fortunately,
the gradient was about 8 to 10% at times more, at times less,
but continuous. I took frequent breaks and met Amit, the APAC
sales head at Bosch, along the way. As we stopped together
every 2 to 3 km, we realised we had a lot to share – both on
the business and personal front. We had energy bars at regular
intervals, and by 4.30 pm, we hit Birchwood Resorts – the finish
point! I screamed, “I have done it”, and Bala was clapping, “Yes
sir, you have done it”! I had done it… 473 km in 4 days.
I cried. The feeling was ecstatic, and the body had not belied
me. Or was it that the mind was stronger?
Words were not just enough to thank Chetan and the
Cadence90 team. We had a valedictory party that evening. We
shared our experiences; we received our finisher medals and
partied hard. I haven’t seen a brighter path to the purpose due
to meticulous planning, detail orientation, the service mindset,
the surprises, and the quality of it all.
The next day was Sunday, and we had to return home after
breakfast. Riding every day till 3 pm and then working on
emails and calls was supposedly challenging but doable. After
that impulsive decision to go ahead and book the slot, I have
wondered several times whether it was right for me to take
a four day off for a cycle ride! What will happen if a customer

or boss calls me during the ride? How will I do the necessary
approvals to keep the engine rolling at the workplace? And
above all, will my body be able to take this physical activity?

I managed all activities through calls till dinner
– after which we used to have a short walk
and then sleep off by 10 pm. Some important
bids in progress needed to be discussed at the
highest levels. I am glad I could manage to pull
it through. At the end of it all, I realised I would
have been at a loss if I had not taken up this
challenge. This Tour of Karnataka overwhelmed
me. It taught me nothing is impossible – really.
The real battle is won in the mind.
I ride most Sundays. People ask me why I ride. I only say. “When
I ride early mornings in the countryside, some of the most
challenging problems get resolved in my mind. Some of the
actions that need to be taken appear in my mind. As I ponder, a
certain amount of clarity comes to the abstractness. Is it the ride,
the serenity, the silence, the solitude, or a combination of all? I
do not wish to know!”

Author:
Rajashekhar R Malur - Senior Vice President
Tata Consulting Engineers Limited (TCE)

Silence of the climb

The joy of the finish line!
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My Decade with TCE

Mukesh Rawal
Sr Manager- Mech,
PMC-BU

Celebrating my decade long journey
with Tata Consulting Engineers

2020
2019

The year 2021 was most memorable. It was filled with mixed emotions and
great opportunities. It made me grow and made me stronger. As is rightly said,
one cannot have a rainbow without a bit of rain.

2018

Time to time, certain milestones were achieved in the form of Memberships, Certificates, Volunteering
under Tata ProEngage and TCEndeavour etc. I presented a few papers in technical seminars. Some articles
were published in journals. I received a token of appreciation for all my achievements from our top
management, and I was overwhelmed.

2017
2016
2015

2021 was a great year as I completed my ten-year journey with TCE. I am very proud and happy to have had
such an incredible journey. It is the most memorable experience of my life, and it has transformed me
completely. I want to thank everyone who has helped me through this good ten years journey of my life.
2022 is the Diamond Jubilee Year for TCE and to mark 60 years of our organisation.
I wish to make the following few resolutions for myself:
•

60 hours of Training

•

60 hours of Reading Books

•

60 hours of Webinars

•

60 hours of Volunteering

As I look back at my decade with TCE, I can confidently say that hard work, diligence
and loyalty are not only observed but are rewarded at TCE. We have created a culture
where employees can simultaneously pursue their passion and deliver at work. All my
projects have not only made me a better professional, but the avenues provided by the
company have also helped me become a better human being.

2014
2013

2012
2011

I look forward to many more years at TCE.

My Achievements in 2021
KNOWLEDGE
SHARING
•
•

5 Trainings
Delivered
11 Trainings
Completed

•

16 Webinars
Attended

•

4 Books Read

LEARNING &
GROWTH

PARTICIPATIONS &
APPRECIATIONS

•

4 Papers Published

•

•

10 Articles
Published

Volunteered for
16 CSR Programs

•

Received 5
Appreciations

•

Participated in
8 In-house
Competitions

•

2 Memberships

•

2 Management
Course Completion
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Let’s Get Clicking Contest

1st Winner: Avinash R. Soundankar | PMCBU

2

2nd Winner: Rajeev Surendran | PMCBU
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1st Winner: Shivam Khandelwal | PMCBU

2

2nd Winner: Shivam Khandelwal | PMCBU

Theme of Photo Contest: My TCE
3

3rd Winner: Yash Kelde | PMCBU

3rd Winner: Shivam Khandelwal | PMCBU

4

4th Winner: Mukesh Rawal | PMCBU

3

4

4th Winner: Ramesh Maan | PMCBU
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ETHICS WEEK Celebration

Living the Code
#DecodeTheCode #TataWay #InfiniteEthics

Dr Owlivia launched Ethics Week with the
theme “Infinite Ethics.”
‘Ethics Week’ was celebrated from
October 25 - 29, 2021, uniquely as it
coincided with the celebration of TCE’s
Diamond Jubilee Year. The theme of this
edition of Ethics Week was “Infinite
Ethics”, depicting the infinite possibilities
of being ethical. TCE’s Ethics Team
planned various activities throughout
the week to engage all stakeholders on
the importance of living the Tata Code of
Conduct playfully.

Prevention of Sexual
Harassment (POSH)
Awareness:

ABAC and Allied Policies
Awareness:

Live session on “Prevention of Sexual
Harassment (POSH)” was conducted
on October 27, 2021, by subject matter
expert Ms Smita Kapoor, CEO & CoFounder, KelpHR. The live session
was attended by 1500+ employees,
Consultants and Third-Party workforce
across India and Overseas. The session
was anchored by our POSH Presiding
Officer, Ms Ashwini Kavishwar. The
audience was encouraged to ask
questions or express dilemmas during
the session, which Ms Smita resolved.
All stakeholders highly appreciated this
session.

Virtual Awareness Session on
“Anti-Bribery Anti-Corruption (ABAC),
Anti Money Laundering (AML), Whistle
Blower Policy, Gifts & Hospitality” was
conducted on October 28, 2021, for all
Consultants and Third-Party workforce
by Company’s Compliance Officer,
Mr Sachin Mishra.
Participants were encouraged
to understand the policies and
consequences based on the case study
approach. The session’s effectiveness was
gauged through a quiz at the end of the
session.

Leadership leads the #TataWay
The tone of the Ethics Week was set by an inspirational message*
from our MD, Mr Amit Sharma, on “Living by Ethical Standard,
always”. He touched upon an important point – “Every
employee should use a good judgement in everything
they do. Ask yourself a question – Is there a doubt? Is there
a Dilemma? Always seek help and guidance from your
manager or the Location Ethics Counsellor when in doubt.”
Every day of the Ethics Week started with a message promoting
the importance of business ethics by our Senior Leaders - Head*Read the leadership messages on page 92-94
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HR, CSR & Chief Ethics Counsellor, Ms Nidhi Mehandiratta and
Cluster Heads, Mr K Ramesh, Dr Tapan Choudhury and Mr S
Vidyanand.
On October 26, 2021, a slogan competition was launched for
employees to express their take on the theme “Infinite Ethics”.
We received 39 entries, out of which three best entries were
selected as the winners - Mr Luquman Ummer (HCBU), Mr
Kshitij Karnik (IBU) & Mr Kundlik B Jadhav (PMCBU).

ETHICS WEEK Celebration
Our LECs are always there for you
#InfiniteEthics
Location Ethics Counsellors (LECs) conducted Virtual Awareness
Sessions during Ethics Week on Tata Code of Conduct. The
awareness sessions focused on raising ethical dilemmas
and concerns without fear. They expected behaviours for all
stakeholders at their respective Delivery Centres, Site and
International locations. Employees were also informed about
the outcome of the Leadership of Business Ethics (LBE) Survey,
which was conducted in May 2021 to measure the progress/
effectiveness of the LBE framework in TCE. TCEs LBE index
increased from 81 to 86 for employees, 82 to 85 for Associates
and 86 to 94 for Suppliers compared to the last survey in 2019,
which shows remarkable improvement in the perception of
employees and other stakeholders.

Dealing with Ethical Dilemmas
#DecodeTheCode
The gamification of concepts like dealing with ethical dilemmas at
work was very well received and saw over 800+ responses to the
case study-based quizzes, Word Puzzles, etc. The Case Studies were
hosted on TCE’s internal networking platform Yammer.
Case Studies enable employees to imbibe Tata Code of Conduct
values and encourage them to “Do What Is Right Not What Is Easy”.

Ethics Flagbearers
The Ethics Flagbearers are employees or associates who
demonstrate commitment to TCoC and promote ethics
by participating in organisation initiatives. The Ethics
Week in October 2021 helped us identify 10 Ethics
Flag Bearers who enthusiastically participated in the
Unscramble Words Quiz from the Tata Code of Conduct.

Our Ethics Flag Bearers
• Rupesh Prabhakar Koyande, HCBU

• Sandeep Sharma, PMCBU

• Kunal Singh Jeena, IBU

• Amol A Waghmare, PMCBU

• Prarit, IBU

• Vivek Anant Amrutkar, DATBU

• Digant Shah, Corporate

• Ayush Bhardwaj, PBU

• Rajib De, HCBU

• Akshay Vijaykumar Patil, HCBU

Thank you all for your wholehearted participation in Ethics Week and for making it a big success.
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ETHICS WEEK (October 2021)

Leadership Speak

Infinite ethics - Living by Ethical
Standards Always

Infinite Ethics – Practicing the Standards
of Conduct for a Sustainable Tomorrow

Over the past 60 remarkable years, our company, Tata
Consulting Engineers (TCE), has thrived with business integrity
and ethical practices, with our Groups Code of Conduct
commitment, our Vision, Mission and Values acting as the
Lighthouses.

We at Tata Consulting Engineers (TCE) have imbibed the Tata Code of
Conduct (TCoC) ever since the organization’s inception. For more than
six decades, while TCE has undergone various changes, the practice
of ethical standards has been a significant constant, be it internal
or external. The group’s Tata Sustainability campaigns vigorously
promote ecosystem restoration and a cleaner environment through
reuse, reduce, and recycle. TCE has been practising and living this value.

TCE’s reputation is earned every day. It is earned through the
solutions and services we provide and equally important by
our conduct. What we say and how we act and treat others is
critical to our success, reputation, and brand. Our core values, of
“Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty,” “Responsibility to Society,”
“Organisational and Individual Growth,” “Employee Dignity and
Self-respect,” and “Technical Excellence with Professional Ethics,”
are fundamental to who we are and how we operate as a
corporation. They not only define us, but they are also the key to
our future – building trust with customers and coworkers.
As we continue to grow, innovate, build a culture based on the
principles of respect and transparency, and be a transformative
force in the engineering consulting industry, it’s our duty to our
customers, our business associates, the communities we serve,
our engineering fraternity, and our company to uphold the
highest standard of ethical conduct, integrity, and compliance
in all that we do. Each of us is responsible for following the Tata
Code of Conduct (TCoC).
No single set of rules can provide explicit guidance for every
situation a company faces. Ultimately, TCE relies on every
employee to use good judgment in everything they do. Ask
yourself the question, “Is there a doubt? Is there a Dilemma?”
and always seek help and guidance from your manager when
in doubt. If you have any questions, I encourage you to contact
your manager or the location ethics counsellor.
Thank you for your efforts to understand and uphold the high
standards that make TCE a special place to work. Together, we
can ensure that ethics
and integrity are never
compromised at our
company.
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One of the five values we uphold, i.e., responsibility to society, instils the
belief in giving back to the community. It promotes taking actions that
will help and protect society.
We operate our businesses ensuring it is community friendly and has a
positive impact on the environment. The safety in engineering designs
ensures the environment is preserved and the community is protected.
As we march towards newer businesses, we must ensure a moral
responsibility towards the environment. Practices and standards
which conserves biodiversity and ecological balance will lead us to
sustainable future growth. When in a dilemma, always ask yourself, are
we ethically responsible for the environment?
A sustainable environment and community is a circle. What
we give is what we get and vice versa. TCE delivers on its social
responsibility powered by different flagship programs, along with
various volunteering initiatives. Our Corporate Social Responsibility
Policy framework offers the foundation to build our social well-being
programs by leveraging our core capabilities. Our primary focus areas
are – Infrastructure, Sustainable Livelihood, Education, Health and
Hygiene.
At TCE I urge each one to partake in various initiatives, which fosters
our responsibilities for the society, such as Tata Volunteering Week and
ProEngage programmes. Let us continue to live each day and practice
every moment in our organization with the standards of Tata Code of
Conduct.
I thank each one of you for making an ethically
stronger TCE by serving the community
and making a sustainable future!
Thank you for your efforts to
understand and uphold the high
standards that make TCE a special
place to work. Together, we can ensure
that ethics and integrity are never
compromised at our company.

AMIT SHARMA

NIDHI MEHANDIRATTA

Managing Director

Head – HR, CSR & Chief Ethics
Counsellor

ETHICS WEEK (October 2021)

Leadership Speak

Infinite Ethics: Embrace Ethics
& Uphold Trust Across Value
Chain
High ethical standards are critical to the success of any
business. As engineering Consultants, it is even more
crucial to ensure the highest business standards as the
structures we build and designs we deliver are based
on our engineering integrity.
Tata Code of Conduct (TCoC) is our foundation
which has helped the company build strong ethical
practices and behaviours. It continues to be relevant
despite the challenges thrown by the circumstances
we are in today. The pandemic has accelerated the
transformation to a boundary-less business ecosystem.
Business Communication today is more through
digital than face to face. This has led to redefining the
business ethics risks. Therefore, identifying the ethical
risks and deploying suitable mitigation measures in an
agile manner is critical as a valued and trusted partner.
At Tata Consulting Engineers, we are at the forefront of
embracing digital technology, which has immensely
benefited us to build a strong foundation on ethics.
As we advance, our endeavour must address the
mammoth task of continuously educating and
ensuring strong ethics embedded in our value stream
partners, further enhancing the trust we enjoy of our
valued customers.
TCE values, especially Technical Excellence with
Professional Ethics, will help us transform ourselves to
be prepared for any new risks and be resilient.

TAPAN CHOUDHURY
President – Plant &
Engineering Cluster

Infinite Ethics – Infinite Customer Centricity
Business ethics is about distinguishing between right and wrong, and
conducting all transactions based on what is right even when doing the
wrong will reap richer benefits, at least in the short term.
For any business to be successful or even exist, it needs customers.
Customers have become more intelligent, more well-informed and are
quick to perceive if they are being cheated. Therefore, our success rides on
building trust and confidence with the customer, which can only happen
when we practice ethics in customer dealings.
Ethics in customer dealings presents our company well. Customers will
trust us irrespective of high prices or minor service lapses. Ethics in customer
dealings improves our quality of service and fosters positive relationships.
Ethics and Customer Centricity are two critical pillars at TCE. I have heard
clients say that their finances are safe when TCE handles them. It is now
all the more important to strengthen these beliefs of the customer. It is
not uncommon that all our engineers are subjected to various pulls and
pressures, putting our focus and commitment to ethics and honesty under
strain during various stages of project implementation. With the help of the
Tata Code of Conduct (TCoC) and our Tata Group values, we have almost
always dealt this pressure well.
The core of our excellence is our Technical Honesty, Professional Approach
and Doing what is Right for the customer. Over the last 60 years, we have
made many Technological and Digital advances. Still, the one thing that
has remained a constant is our sincerity and honesty towards delivering
our best for every project. Such excellence results from strict adherence
to the core principles & upholding the spirit of the contracts that we are
engaged in.
I urge all our employees, not only engineers, to adhere to contract clauses,
technical pre-qualifications and drawings sincerely so that there is no
room for controversies in any of our certifications and recommendations.
In case of doubts, as our MD has advised, please ask seniors and properly
document deviations, if any,
take clients approvals before any
deviations are approved. Once
they believe we are working
in their interest, they will also
uphold our interest with complete
honesty. Treat the customer with
respect and total honesty, and you
will see stronger bonds built.

K RAMESH
President – Infrastructure,
Sustainability & Safety
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ETHICS WEEK (October 2021)

Leadership Speak

Infinite Ethics: Guiding Principles for Ethical Project Management
Tata Consulting Engineers since its inception has gained an irrefutable
reputation in the market for its firm commitment to ethical practice in all
aspects of Project Management.
According to the Project Management Institute (PMI),” Responsibility,
Respect, Fairness and Honesty are the values that drive ethical conduct
for the project management profession. Some of the critical attributes
that form the foundation for ethical conduct during Project life are:
•

Make decisions and take actions based on the best interests of
society, public safety, and the environment.

•

Fulfil the commitments that we undertake – we do what we say
we will do.

•

Take ownership and correct errors promptly/inform others if we
spot errors

•

Protect proprietary or confidential information that has been
entrusted to us

•

Follow mandatory codes and standards

•

Inform ourselves and uphold the policies, rules, regulations
and laws that govern our work, professional, and volunteer
activities.

•

Report unethical or illegal conduct to appropriate management
and, if necessary, to those affected by the conduct.

•

Show high regard for ourselves, others, and the resources
entrusted to us including people, money, reputation, the safety
of others, and natural or environmental resources

•

Do not hire or fire, reward or punish, or award or deny contracts
based on personal considerations.

•

Inform ourselves about the norms and customs of others and
avoid engaging in behaviours they might consider disrespectful.

•

Listen to others’ points of view, seeking to understand them.

•

Professionally conduct ourselves, even when it is not
reciprocated.

•

Are free from competing for self-interest, prejudice, and
favouritism.
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•

Demonstrate transparency in our decision-making
process.

•

Provide equal access to information to those who are
authorised to have that information.

•

Refrain from engaging in the decision-making process or
attempting to influence outcomes in situations of conflict
of interest.

•

Provide accurate information promptly including the
courage to share bad news even when it may be poorly
received.

•

Do not exercise the power of our expertise or position
to influence the decisions or actions of others to benefit
personally.

Guidelines provided in the Tata Code of Conduct supplemented by
continuous mentoring and guidance by seniors has fostered an
unflinching commitment in TCE professionals to ethical conduct
while providing design, engineering and project management
services to customers.
I would urge all of us to continue to practice the very high ethical
standards and integrity we have been following throughout
our six decades journey which has helped TCE build an excellent
reputation as a highly professional, technically excellent and
ethical company.

S VIDYANAND
President - Technology,
Process, Digital & IT

Setting Up Computer Lab

T

here has been a widening digital divide between private
and government institution students in India. Government
schools and colleges lack the infrastructure, and most
students of Government institutions come from economically
weaker sections. They do not have access to quality education
and information, depriving them of the opportunities they
could have otherwise obtained.
To address the mentioned issue in a small way, Tata Consulting
Engineers (TCE) collaborated with Right To Live, an NGO, to
set up a computer lab at Government Pre-University College,
Rajanukunte, Bangalore. TCE donated 20 desktops to the
College and 10 laptops to students in need.
These twenty desktops will help more than 350 students
access technology & computer education. Right To Live will
also identify ten deserving students from low-income families
for donating the laptops, which will help them in their higher
education.
The event was graced by Dr Rajashekhar R Malur, Head Power
Business. Dr Eere Gowda, Principal of GPUC Rajanukunte, Mr
Ramadurai Raghavan, Chief Delivery Officer, Power Business and
Ms Divya Sonali Minz were also present at the proceedings.
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Tata Volunteering Week 16
1424 Volunteering Hours | 680 Volunteers | 58 Programs | 3083 Lives Touched

T

he 16th edition of Tata Volunteering Week (TVW16), launched on 9th September 2021,
successfully concluded on 7th October 2021. The theme for the TVW16 edition was
‘The Power to change the world is in your hand’, and the program encompassed
unique activities which were executed both virtually and on-ground with utmost safety
precautions. We had a total of 58 volunteering programs which included Best from Waste,
Days of Remembrance, Education, Environment Revival & Restoration, Health & Digital
Awareness, Joy of Giving and Tree Plantation.
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DAYS OF REMEMBRANCE
ENVIROMENT REVIVAL & RESTORATION
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TREE PLANTATION
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HEALTH, DIGITAL AWARENESS
BEST FROM WASTE
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JOY OF GIVING & EDUCATION
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TCE@
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Change Champions @TCE
Ramesh Ramakrishnan

Dilip Ganpatrao Sonwane

General Manager - Corporate

Associate Vice President

Tata Consulting Engineers Limited

Tata Consulting Engineers Limited

Bright Future

Sprihena Lives Foundation

Online Mock Interviews for Youth

Create an Organisational Profile

Ramesh Maan

Mukesh Rawal

Senior Manager - Mechanical

Senior Manager - Mechanical

Tata Consulting Engineers Limited

Tata Consulting Engineers Limited

eVidyaloka Trust

eVidyaloka, Bangalore

Create Study Material

Create Study Material

Akash H Danidhariya

Ajoy Prasad

Senior Engineer - Civil

Senior Manager - PMCBU

Tata Consulting Engineers Limited

Tata Consulting Engineers Limited

DAIA NGO, Tuticorin

ProEnagage (July 2021 - Jan 2022)

Basic Literacy, Maths for Kids

Mentor Youth @ Antarang
Foundation, Mumbai

Kazi Unwan Mohammadali

Vijendra Bharadwaj

Senior Engineer

Construction Engineer - Mechanical

Tata Consulting Engineers Limited

Tata Consulting Engineers Limited

Kotak Education Foundation

Udayan Care

Telephonic Spoken English Classes for
Youth

Mentor @ Udayan Shalini Fellowship
Programme, Pune

Gargee Dilip Mulikpatil
Senior Engineer
Tata Consulting Engineers Limited
Ashima Foundation
Soft Skills Training
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VISION
To be an internationally respected
engineering consultant offering
comprehensive solutions

MISSION
Provide technically excellent and
innovative solutions, for adding
value for all stakeholders, and
operate globally as professional
consulting engineers

CORE VALUES
•

Customer Satisfaction and
Loyalty

•

Technical excellence with
professional ethics

•

Responsibility to society

•

Employee dignity and selfrespect

•

Organisational and individual
growth

Engineering a Better Tomorrow Since 1962
Corporate Office
Unit No. NB 1502 & SB 1501, 15th Floor, Empire Tower, Cloud City Campus, Opp. Reliable Tech Park,
Thane-Belapur Road, Airoli, Navi Mumbai - 400 708
CIN No.: U74210MH1999PLC123010
Registered Office
Elphinstone Building, 10, Veer Nariman Road
Mumbai - 400 001
tceconnect@tce.co.in | www.tce.co.in

